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This month we focus on healthy liv-
ing for the whole family. From staking 

my space in the bed amongst kids and 
our dog, to sharing bathrooms with my 
husband and toddler, I am constantly 
reminded that family living is made easier 
with compromise and a good sense of hu-
mor. While respecting each other’s space 
plays a big part of cohabitation, a sense of 
teamwork is also necessary when it comes 
to healthy living as a family.
 Even so, it’s often a challenge to 
satisfy all of our individual food prefer-
ences. Fresh fruit smoothies in the morn-
ing seem to be the only thing we can all 
agree on. While I sometimes find myself 
plating a couple different versions of the 
night’s meal, dinner is most enjoyable 
when we can all sit down together and 
eat the same food. In a similar fashion, 

staying active often requires juggling the needs and wants of multiple fam-
ily members. My son enjoys baseball while my daughter thrives on gym-
nastics. Ask them to come walk several miles with me on a trail though 
and they act like I am torturing them. 
 Luckily we’ve discovered an activity that we all enjoy—stand up pad-
dle boarding. The workout from paddling is a good one, but the challenge 
is hidden by the delight of walking on water. Because physical and mental 
focus are required to stay balanced, the mind is automatically quieted. For 
Mays, riding on the boards is a time to sit still and take in nature’s beauti-
ful views; providing a break from his body’s seemingly constant activity. 
This family sport has proven to be the perfect prescription of exercise for 
all of us, and something that we can enjoy doing together. 
 In this issue of Natural Awakenings we explore topics of healthy liv-
ing for everyone in the family, many of which can be enjoyed together by 
all members of the household. As for our household, we’re strapping the 
paddle boards to the car and packing up our organic, local produce for a 
weekend on the water. Summer will be over before we know it. If you have 
extra time to spend with your loved ones, soak up the last days of the sea-
son with a favorite meal or warm weather activity.

   Enjoy!
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Mecklenburg County Market

HOURS: Wednesday 7am – 6pm
Thursday and Friday 9am – 6pm

Saturday 7am – 3pm

Local & Organic Product, Baked Goods, Flowers 
& A Slice of History!

1515 Harding Pl., Charlotte, NC 28203
MecklenburgCountyMarket.com
704-533-0073

The Oldest Farmer’s Market in North Carolina

Featuring Dale McLaughlin Produce & Beverly’s Gourmet Foods
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coverartist

With These 
Hands—Wonder
Carol Allen Anfinsen

Thanks to Carol Allen Anfinsen’s grand-
father, a former biologist and teacher; 
her uncle, a former professor of ento-
mology at the University of California, 
Berkeley; and father, a fly fisherman of 
great renown, she has always been an 
environmentalist and lover of nature’s 
remarkable handiwork.
 Anfinsen believes that spirit, voice 
and emotion resonate within all living 
things and even inanimate objects. 
While painting, she envisions each 
entity speaking out to her and some-
times exaggerates color and movement 
so that others can share what her own 
inner life sees and feels.
 Portraits are a favorite of the art-
ist. “The slightest crinkle in a nose or 
twinkle in an eye can tell volumes 
about a person’s personality,” she says. 
“Faces are as varied as the flowers in 
springtime; as deep as the roots of a 
tree or the depths of an ocean.”
 This sense of spiritual wonder per-
meates each of Anfinsen’s works. “I be-
lieve art should uplift, inspire, educate 
and challenge the viewer’s mind, heart 
and soul,” she advises. “I hope viewers 
will experience awe and joy when they 
look at my paintings.”

View the artist’s portfolio at Carol-Allen-
Anfinsen.ArtistWebsites.com and visit 
her blog at AnfinsenArt.Blogspot.com.

Arise and Shine Programs  
Help Children with Disabilities

Arise and Shine Therapy, an 
innovative outpatient physi-

cal, occupational and speech 
therapy practice dedicated to 
improving the well-being of chil-
dren, is offering Music Therapy 
and MARI Creative Resources 
Sessions.
 The Music Therapy pro-
gram explores and channels the 
power of music to restore bal-
ance, create positive change, and 
move each child toward optimum 
functioning and wellness. Music 

therapists use creative music-based treatment interventions to promote functional devel-
opment in physical, sensory, communication, social, emotional, and behavioral areas of 
need. New skills can be learned and rehearsed in a fun, motivating, and engaging way 
so that the nonmusical benefits and gains extend into everyday life.
 The MARI (Mandala Assessment Research Instrument) is a creative approach that 
examines symbols and colors in personal artwork to provide insight into emotional, 
psychological, and even spiritual functioning. This personal process is individual and 
based in uncovering inner truth and wisdom. Sessions using this safe, non-verbal 
art therapy tool can benefit anyone who wishes to better understand themselves. 

For more information visit AriseAndShineTherapy.com or call 704-778-7192.

newsbriefs

Student Reiki Clinics Offer  
Affordable Treatments

A Reiki Life, a professional Reiki treatment and 
educational facility, recognizes the need for 

stress reduction and healing services and has 
established student Reiki clinics to provide a sup-
portive role in health and wellness. The clinic, 
which opens September 22, is an affordable way 
to receive the benefits of Reiki on a regular basis.  
 Research has indicated Reiki, a gentle and 
effective form of energy work, may reduce stress, 
anxiety and depression. It may also assist with 
recovery from illness, releasing addiction, healing 
trauma, releasing old patterns, the grieving pro-
cess, rehab after injury or surgery, and insomnia 
and fatigue. 
 A Reiki Life upholds the highest standards of excellence with all its Reiki 
services and programs. Recipients can feel confident that their Reiki practitioners 
have undergone thorough training and are part of a cohesive program.  

The Reiki clinic treatments are only $20 for a half hour session. Reservations can be 
made at AReikiLife.com or Nancy@AReikiLife.com.  
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Meditation Teacher Sharon  
Salzberg Presents Free Talk

On Sept 5, Insight Meditation Community of Charlotte 
will sponsor Sharon Salzberg, one of America’s leading 

spiritual teachers and authors. She will present a free speech 
at Unitarian Universalist Church of Charlotte at 7pm, followed 
by a book signing.
 Salzberg is cofounder of the Insight Meditation Society in 
Barre, Massachusetts. She has played a crucial role in bringing 
Asian meditation practices to the West. The ancient Buddhist 
practices of vipassana (mindfulness) and metta (lovingkind-
ness) are the foundations of her work. She leads intensive 
retreats worldwide as well as a variety of non-residential 
programs, workshops, and classes.
 Sharon’s latest book, Real Happiness: The Power of Medi-
tation, is on the New York Times Best Seller list and she is a 
regular contributor to The Huffington Post and former con-
tributing editor to O Magazine. She is the respected author of 
Lovingkindness, The Force of Kindness, A Heart as Wide as the 
World, and Faith.

For more information visit InsightMeditationCharlotte.org or 
SharonSalzberg.com. No reserve seating. Please arrive early.

Inside Body Presents  
Happy Healthy New You Expo

Inside Body, a nonprofit charity that focuses on the health of the 
community, will sponsor a free health expo on Aug 18 from 

11am-7pm. This expo will feature dynamic and inspirational 
wellness practitioners and life coaches that will provide a fun, 
interactive workshop style of learning.  
 This family wellness event will introduce natural healing 
through physical, mental and soulful movements. Workshops 
will include Intro to the Happy New You by Consir, Intro to 
the Womb Sauna, Natural Eating, Growing Organic, Yoga, 
Meditation, Children Activities and More. Natural supplements, 
candles, body butter, essential oils and natural hair care prod-
ucts will be available.

The expo will be held at Crossroads High School, 5500 N Tryon. 
Info: InsideBodyByConsir.com or 717-943-5025.

MARKET SAVVY

S mart media placement demands targeting your 
demographic. Natural Awakenings is published 

locally across the nation in over 80 markets, enabling 
you to reach your audience with multi-market and 
multimedia campaigns. Together we will create the 
ideal package for all of your marketing needs.

704.499.3327         ads@awakeningcharlotte.com

Your Healthy Lifestyle Multimedia Resource in Print, Online and Mobile
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4th Annual Charlotte 
Know Your Farms Tour

Connect with Charlotte’s thriving ag-
ricultural community by taking the 

Know Your Farms Tour on Sept 15-16 from 
1-6pm. Visit over 40 diverse local farms to 
learn about natural and sustainable produc-
tion methods that can be used in backyard 
gardens, and gain useful cooking and nu-
tritional tips for healthy meal preparation. 
Children will learn to appreciate where 
their food comes from and can interact with 
cows, pigs, chickens, goats, and sheep.  
      Now that choosing local food products 
has become a priority for so many families, 
the tour provides the opportunity to make 
those important farm-to-fork connections 
and discover sources for fresh, healthy food 
in the greater Charlotte community.

Details: KnowYourFarmsTour.com.
 

Course begins Aug. 24th
Enroll by Aug 1st 

for $200 discount.

HarmonyYogaNC.com

704-277-3887

200 Hour
Hatha Yoga

Teacher Training
Gentle yet powerful 
postures combined 
with the nourishing, 

contemplative aspects 
of yoga offer an inner & 
outer transformational 
experience that will 
expand your personal 
practice or certify you  

to teach to a wide 
population of students as  
a Registered Yoga Teacher.

Lisa Moore,  E-RYT

Let Your
Soul Blossom

newsbriefs
EMF Balancing Technique 
Arrives in Charlotte

After circling the globe integrating its way into the 
lives of healing practitioners throughout more than 

70 countries, the EMF Balancing Technique has finally 
arrived in Charlotte.
 The EMF Balancing Technique is an evolutionary 
energy system designed to re-calibrate the human en-
ergy anatomy. EMF consists of 13 ‘one on one’ phases 
(sessions). Each phase works with a unique part of your 
energy body. This work strengthens anyone who wants 
to enhance their own personal path of conscious growth. 
This practice expands spiritual education and brings an 
elevated energetic shift to one’s life. 
 EMF addresses the energetic connection of real life issues with both the physical 
and energy body. Working with your past, present and future on an energetic level 
opens the door to unlimited changes. EMF goes even deeper and works with attributes 
of mastery, your inner child, female and male energies and understanding the expres-
sion of “Infinite I.” Documented benefits of the EMF sessions include profound peace, 
greater mastery, improved wellbeing and sometimes even remarkable physical heal-
ings - the benefits are unlimited. EMF discovers and balances the cause and effects of 
life issues, using the sacred, ‘unspoken’ Language of Energy.
 Charlotte resident Alexandra Shumakher is a certified EMF Teacher and Practitioner.  
After living in India, becoming a Reiki Master and studying numerous healing modali-
ties, Alexandra was drawn to EMF work because of its evolutionary path of not having 
any limitations. This practice softly complements any path you have already chosen, 
it strengthens your energy and opens you to new potentials.

For free presentations, class schedules and individual sessions call 704-691-5903 or 
visit meetup.com/EMFBalancingTechnique.

Alexandra Shumakher 
Certified EMF Teacher
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Business to Business
Community Connect-Ups
offered by  
Your Community Connector

Your Community Connector, a service 
that brings the local mind-body-spirit 

community together, is offering Commu-
nity Connect-Ups on August 21 at Unity 
of Charlotte and August 29 at The Bindu in 
Cornelius. The events are designed to let 
local businesses, centers, and practitioners 
join with their peers and spend some time 
getting to know each other.
 The gatherings, which will take place 
from 7-9pm, will be a safe, social, and 
friendly place where attendees can discuss 
what it is like to own a mind-body-spirit 
business in Charlotte.
 “Whether you have a full time business 
or are working in the alternative, holistic or 
metaphysical fields as a hobby, if you are out 
there making a difference and contributing 
your skills or your products to the public, 
then we want you to come and share,” says 
Lori Godwin-Ives, Your Community Con-
nector founder. “It is a way to continue to 
connect and grow our community here in 
Charlotte.”

Cost is $10 for non-members and $5 for 
members. RSVP required. 

Info: YourCommunityConnector.com.

Got News?
 Deadline 12th of month 

 Info@AwakeningCharlotte.com

submitnews

Life is really simple, but we insist on  
making it complicated. 

~Confucius
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We’Moon Lammas Celebration  
for Women Aug 2

Lammas, a cross quarter day celebrated between Sum-
mer Solstice and Fall Equinox, is a magical time to 

have gratitude, give assessment for the year and prepare 
for the future. The powerful shamanic energy of this day 
embodies past, present and future where ceremony can 
energize intentions for the remainder of this year and 
for the next.
 Belinda Haverdill, a Licensed Professional Counselor 
and graduate of Whisper’s  “A Year and a Day Sacred Mys-
tery School,” will host with other women in the Charlotte 
community a We’Moon Lammas Celebration on Aug 2.
 The event will provide an opportunity for women 
to explore their true selves in a safe and loving envi-
ronment. “When women recover and reclaim their 
unique inner wisdom, a deep impulse towards life 
emerges giving rise to healing within themselves and 
for the planet,” states Haverdill.

The We’Moon Lammas Celebration will be held August 2 from 7-9pm and is for 
any woman who has curiosity and an open heart. Cost is a sliding fee of $20-$25. 
No woman will be turned away due to lack of funds. Details: 704-540-2855 or 
bh@belindahaverdill.com.

Free Prenatal and Cloth  
Diapering Classes
healthy butts, healthy planet!

Ivy’s Diaper Service has partnered with 
NoDa Yoga to offer a free monthly 

prenatal  and cloth diapering class 
throughout the year. NoDa Yoga will 
offer 30 minutes of prenatal yoga and 
then parents will have a chance to see, 
feel, and practice using different kinds 
of modern reusable diapers. Participants 
can learn what they need to get started 
and important tips. 
 Over 27 billion disposable diapers are sold in the United States each year and 
can sit in landfills for 250 to 500 years. Modern day cloth diapers are not your 
grandmother’s cloth diapers -  there are no diaper pins, no plastic pants, and no 
hand washing. 
 Ivy’s Diaper Service is a cloth diaper rental and delivery service that charges a fee 
to provide cloth diapers, wash them, and deliver them to customers’ homes each week 
to offer convenience and sustainability.

Free Prenatal/Cloth Diaper classes offered Sundays on August 12th, September 
9th, October 7th, November 4th and December 2nd at 3:30pm. For more infor-
mation, visit IvysDiaperService.com.

newsbriefs
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Mary’s Alternative Practice  
Offering Natural Health  
Products and Services 

Mary’s Alternative Practice in Gastonia 
provides an array of natural health 

products and services. Mary Sigmon, a 
Doctor of Traditional Naturopathy, strives 
to empower patients to recover and/
or build health and offers high quality 
supplements including Dr. Becker’s Bioin-
novations line, Dr. Clayton’s High Potency 
Multivitamins and Minerals, and Dr Pat-
rick Quillon’s Sinus Cleanser.
 Sigmon has a Sunlighten Far Infrared 
Sauna for detoxification, pain relief and over all good health as 
well as an alkaline, ionized, oxygenated water machine. This 
water helps to bring the body back to homeostasis and is also 
beneficial for cleaning food, washing clothes, household clean-
ing and personal care from skincare to mouthwash.
 “I have always been interested in nutrition, and healthy all 
of my life. But twelve years ago I wasn’t eating well. Around that 
time, I had a health crisis. This was a wake-up call. I visited many 
doctors who had conflicting opinions as to what was wrong with 
me.  In the meantime, I was getting worse,”states Sigmon. “Since 
I have been on both sides of the spectrum (sick and well), I have 
such a passion to help people see that there are other ways to 
optimum health without side effects,” she concludes.   

For more information visit MarysAlternativePractice.com.

Mary Sigmon,  
Naturopathic Consultant

Free Workshop on ABC Self-
Healing 

On Aug 4-5, Infinite Possibilities will 
provide free training of a new self-

healing process based on principles of 
A Course In Miracles. The modality is a 
combination of several healing principles 
incorporating the use of Divine guidance 
in a way that’s referred to Auric Bodies 
Communicating or “ABC Self-Healing,” 
which uses the body as a communication 
medium. In this way, the student’s inner 
guidance presents what is blocking the 
miracles correction from accruing, and by choice the student 
can then release it so that the perfect loving forces of creation 
are free to make the correction. 
 Owner Christos Harper shares, “We are most enthused 
to having made available completely free this miracle healing 
process that anyone can learn and implement right in their 
home in just a few hours.” He believes this healing process 
very well may change the face of traditional medicine, well-
ness and health, and healing.

The workshop will be held at Unity of Charlotte, 401 E. 
Arrowood Rd. Learn more at PerfectionHealing.com.

Christos Harper  
Spiritual Coach

RRRR AAAATTT  RRRREEEEEEAAAAEEEEEEAAAAAATTATTTAATTTT HHHHHHHHEEEEHHHHHHHHEEEE  OOOOOOOOOOOTTTTTTT  OOOOOOOOOOOOTTTTTTTTTTOOOOTTTTTTTT AAAAUUUUSSSSSSEEEESSSSSSAAAAUAAAUUUUSSSSSSSEEEESSSSSS
OOOFFFF YYYOOOOOOUUUURR HH AAALLTTHH SSSSSUUOOOOFFF YYYOOYYOOOOOOOUUUUURR  HHHEEEEEEAAAAAAALLTTHHHHHHEEEEEEEAAAAAAAALLLTTLLTTHHH IIIIISSSSSSSIIIIIISSSSSSSSSSUUUEEEUUUEEE

ELIXIRQIGONG.COM   704.542.8088
14136 Lancaster Hwy, Charlotte       In Ballantyne

A

Back & Neck Pain
Arthritis & Joint Pain
Fibromyalgia
Allergies & Headaches
Women’s Health
IBS & Digestive Disorders
Stress & Anxiety

Dr. Camilo Sanchez OMD, L.Ac.
Doctor of Oriental Medicine, Licensed Acupuncturist

25 years of success histories

Do you know that Acupuncture is effective to treat:

Receive 50% off your first visit with this ad!
(Expires 08/31/12)

ss

dderersss
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Cheap Bling is Bad News
Research from the Ecology Center, a nonprofit 

environmental organization, discloses that more than 
half of low-cost metal adult and children’s jewelry contain 
large amounts of toxic chemicals, including lead, cadmium, 
nickel, chromium and chlorine (from polyvinyl chloride, or 
PVC). The report notes that these chemicals have been linked in 
animal and some human studies to acute allergies and long-term health impacts 
such as birth defects, impaired learning, liver toxicity and cancer. According to 
the Consumer Product Safety Commission, young children should not be given or 
allowed to play with cheap metal jewelry, especially when unsupervised.

Source: HealthyStuff.org

LESS SLEEP 
MEANS LOWER 
GRADES

Research presented in 
Minneapolis, Minnesota, at 

the 25th anniversary meeting of 
the Associated Professional Sleep 
Societies, suggests that poor 
sleep hygiene is associated with a 
lower grade-point average, both 
in high school and college. This 
can be prevented, according to 
the American Academy of Sleep 
Medicine, by cultivating habits and 
behaviors that promote healthy 
sleep, such as establishing a relaxing 
bedtime routine and avoiding 
ingesting caffeine during the 
afternoon and at night.

Training Helps Bust  
Teacher Burnout

Teaching is tough, and teachers that stick with 
the profession have higher than average rates 

of stress and burnout than most other college-
educated workers. A new study published by 
the journal Emotion explores how Cultivating 
Emotional Balance (CEB), a training approach that 
combines Buddhist practices of meditation and 
compassion with education drawn from Western 
psychology about emotion, can help. Teachers that 
participated in an eight-week CEB program showed 

a strong drop in feelings of depression and an increase in positive states of mind.

healthbriefs
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Fit Lit
Long Live Exceptional Books
With the avalanche of digital con-
tent available on a host of common 
devices that include computers, 
tablets and phones, some educators 
are concerned that literary classics 
are getting short shrift in the mix 
of websites, blogs, social networks 
and music. The Great Books Sum-
mer Program (GreatBooksSummer.
com) introduces young book lovers 
to literature they would not typically 
encounter in today’s classrooms.
 The unique summer camp, 
held for the past 10 years at Am-
herst College, in Massachusetts, and 
Stanford University, in California, 
was created for middle school and 
high school students to discover and 
maintain critical reading and think-
ing skills during their seasonal break 
and beyond. “Great Books’ faculty 
not only stresses the importance of 
reading, but introduces exceptional 
literature that students wouldn’t typ-
ically discover on their own,” says 
co-founder and Academic Director 
Peter Temes, Ph.D.
 Primary goals of the program are 
to help students learn how to read 
and think at a college level; learn 
how to engage in lively, spirited, yet 
disciplined discussion; gain new 
powers of perception, critical think-
ing and self-expression; develop 
greater confidence with peers and 
adults; and launch their own lifelong 
intellectual journey. Register now for 
next summer.

Source: The Christian Science Monitor

Transform Your Life By Design

Louise  N.  Grogan

See Calendar of Events section for more info! 

FREE WEBINAR  
Thursday, August 30th    7:30-8:30pm EST

WHAT’S MONEY GOT TO DO WITH IT?

Learn the meaning and insight behind that statement,  
and harness it’s power.

 
embark on a path of abundance. 
Leave with a new mindset, energized to take action.

INSIGHTFUL  |  EMPOWERING  |  TRANSFORMATIVE 

704.271.9955  I  info@louisegrogan.com  | louisegrogan.com
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Wash & Wear

Five years ago Pamela and Dwight Gordon were busy profes-
sionals raising a family who struggled to eat balanced meals 
every day. To incorporate more fruits and vegetables into 

their diet, they decided to make smoothies to bridge the gap. After 
learning about the benefits of juicing, they gave it try and a new 
career path unfolded.
 Today the Gordons own Natural Blendz, a store that offers 
freshly prepared juices, smoothies and salads, plus juicers to rent 
for home use. Because juicing has traditionally had the stigma that 
it was not always pleasing to the palate, the couple worked for 
three years to create recipes that were not only healthy, but abso-
lutely delicious. Their official taste testers were their kids.
 “Whatever they unanimously liked made it to the 
menu. Now our customers are always ranting and raving about 
the quality and taste of our smoothies and juices,” says Pamela. 
The have also shared stories about weight loss, more stamina, 
clearer skin, and less fatigue. 
 Because juicing can be intimidating at first, the Gordons offer 
a monthly demo that provides juicing tips, pointers, recipes, taste test-
ing and question and answer forum. Pamela considers the program a 
community effort to educate people on the benefits of juicing.
 “We must say it is very rewarding to see the positive results 
that Natural Blendz is having on the community,” states Pamela.

For more information, visit NaturalBlendz.com.
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News and resources to inspire concerned citizens 
to work together in building a healthier, stronger 
society that benefits all. 

globalbriefs

Danger Signs
Monsanto Weed Killer Causes Animal Mutations
The world’s most popular weed killer, Monsanto’s Roundup, a 
systemic, broad-spectrum herbicide, can induce morphological 
changes in vertebrate skeletal animals, say U.S. biologists study-
ing its effect on amphibians. A study by University of Pittsburgh 
researchers says the poison, tested in environmentally relevant 
concentrations, caused the shapes of two species of amphib-
ians to change. The study is the first to show these dangerous 

consequences.
 The presence of predators 
can cause tadpoles to change 
shape by altering their stress 
hormones, but similar shape 
changes seen after exposure 
to Roundup suggest the weed 
killer may interfere with the 
hormones of tadpoles, and po-
tentially, many other animals. 
The development is important 
because amphibians not only 
serve as a barometer of an 
ecosystem’s health, but also 
as an indicator of potential 
dangers to other species in the 
food chain, including humans.

Better Doggie Bags 
Want Not, Waste Not
The New York Times estimates that 78 million dogs produce 
more than 10.6 million tons of dung annually. To tackle the 
growing problem of unhygienic doggie doo-doo, operators 
of Allan H. Treman Marine State Park, in Ithaca, New York, 
started a project in 2009 to compost the waste in its dog park.
 Plastic bags that don’t decompose easily end up in land-
fills, so park officials began placing corn-based, compostable 
bags in dispensers. A local company, Cayuga Compost, picks 
up the waste weekly for processing and deposits it into a pile 
mixed with yard and wood waste at a nearby composting site.
 In 18 months, the company composted 12 tons of dog waste 
from the park. Lab tests have shown that the compost is pathogen-
free and has a high-nutrient profile that is perfect for flowers, 
shrubs and trees. Cayuga Program Manager Mark Whiting calls it a 
great example of upcycling-taking something that is otherwise con-
sidered worthless and turning it into a product with higher value.

Note: ZeroWasteUSA.com and similar entities provide complete 
sustainable systems for pet waste disposal; biodegradable bags are 
widely available at retail.
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Hypnotherapy is a safe, effective tool to improve or 
change issues children and teens struggle with. Because 
they have fewer years of reinforcement in their minds 

than adults, their subconscious minds are very receptive to the 
techniques used to change limiting thought patterns. A quali-
fied hypnotherapist can help children gain more self-esteem, 
confidence, motivation and focus, and release perfectionism, 
stress, anxiety, frustration, anger, guilt and fears. Verena Martin, 
Founder/Owner of SouthPark Hypnosis, is certified in Pediatric 
Hypnosis. She explains how hypnotherapy can benefit children. 
 
How does hypnotherapy work?
Let’s say a client has the belief that he/she is not worthy and 
deserving of success. That belief is deeply engrained in the 
subconscious mind and the subconscious will always do 
anything possible to fulfill the orders it receives. We all have 
tried to change a habit with willpower, but rarely do we 
succeed. The key is to change the mind first, before we can 
change a habit/behavior long-term and lasting.
 When communicating with the conscious mind to 
release that negative belief, we hit the critical factor, which 
protects the status-quo of our belief system. The idea of “I am 
worthy and deserving of success” is rejected. In hypnosis/
hypnotherapy, the conscious mind and critical factor are less 
active and allow the positive ideas to get through to the sub-
conscious, where then the old belief “I am not worthy” can 
be released and the positive belief can manifest.
 Hypnosis is defined as a concentrated form of learn-
ing, or as being in a heightened and/or focused state of 
suggestibility and/or accessibility. You are open to sug-
gestions consistent with your goals and you always retain 
complete choice over what is accepted.
 
Can hypnotherapy be successfully used on anyone?
Practically any person can be hypnotized, as long as they 

Pediatric  
Hypnotherapy

A Conversation  
with Verena Martin  
Founder of  
South Park Hypnosis

By Lisa Moore
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have the willingness and ability to learn. The hypnotist cannot 
“fix” the hypnosis client. The client has to take responsibility 
and make a commitment for things to be different. As in any 
learning process, repetition is the key, that’s why I record my 
sessions, so the client can reinforce at home what was learnt 
during the session. Clients who follow the process and rein-
force have much better success than the clients who just show 
up for the session and hope to get “fixed.” The changes in 
between sessions are subtle, but have cumulative effects. Look 
up “neuroplasticity” to learn more about how the brain forms 
new neural pathways through mindful practices.
 
What types of techniques do you use with children?
There are many different techniques to take a child into the 
hypnotic state. It›s called an induction. You can talk to the 
child about how they are going into a special kind of sleep, 
where they have their eyes closed, but they will still hear 
me. You have them focus on different body parts and let 
those relax and “go to sleep.” 
 You can also work with progressive relaxation, again, relax-
ing the body from toe to head or head to toe (depending whether 
they are laying or sitting down) and deep breathing.
For very young children you can work with a puppet and have 
the puppet show the child how to get hypnotized. The child will 
mirror the behavior (close eyes, relax, breathe deeply, etc.). Or 
you can have the child imagine a magic shape on the ceiling and 
they have to stare on that spot and see how it changes shape and 
color without taking their eyes off of the spot and then have them 
feel their eyes getting heavier and heavier until they close down. 
 The actual hypnosis can be a story or metaphor that 
is related to their situation. The main character of this story 
would have similar traits, hobbies, etc. as the child. 
 There are many different techniques to use for different 
issues. Pattern interrupts, also called thought shifters, teach 
the child to get “unstuck” from certain thoughts. I do work 
with things like imagining the mind being a “computer” and a 
child can delete negative thoughts and beliefs from this com-
puter and than program it with positive thoughts or ideas. Or 
a child could be at the beach and write negative beliefs in the 
sand and than imagine the wave coming and washing it away. 
 Future Projection is an important part and involves hav-
ing the child visualize how they want to be/feel instead and 
than having them imagine stepping into that future image 
of themselves. I also work with recalling happy times and 
imagining to copy/paste that happy feeling over the unwanted 
feeling/discomfort.  
 
Are children easier to hypnotize than adults?
Yes, because children’s conscious minds (logical, analytical, 
rational) are not fully developed yet. They spend much more 
time in their subconscious mind, also called Alpha-state, 
where we daydream, engage emotions, feelings, and creativ-
ity. Like adults, the child has to be willing to change; no one 
can “make” a child change through hypnosis. Some children 
have a harder time letting go than others, but typically pedi-
atric hypnosis can be very successful with children.

For more information, visit SouthParkHypnosis.com.
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For most parents, back-to-school 
season also signals the start of 
cold season, which for some kids, 

can stretch out for months. Kids’ im-
mune systems, like their brains, need to 
be educated and strengthened, which 
might explain why young children are 
likely to experience two or three colds 
a year, says Dr. Lawrence Rosen, a 
holistic pediatrician practicing in New 
Jersey and chair of the American Acad-
emy of Pediatrics Section on Comple-
mentary and Integrative Medicine.
 Here are some great strategies to 
keep kids healthy and bolster their im-
mune systems throughout the year.
 Manage stress: Stress is probably 
the biggest challenge to a child’s im-
mune system, says Rosen. “Stress plays 
a big role in immune health. It literally 
impacts us on the cellular level. Studies 
repeatedly show that kids get sick more 
frequently when they are stressed out.”

 “Give your kids some down time,” 
Rosen advises. “Don’t schedule every 
minute of their time. If you are a compul-
sive scheduler, then schedule quiet time.”
 Sleep is a vital component of 
immune system health, he points out. 
“Most children need eight hours of 
sleep a day and surprisingly, teenagers 
may need as much as 10 hours.”
 Eat right: Eliminating sugar com-
pletely from a child’s diet is a huge 
step toward better health and building 
a strong immune system, says holistic 
Pediatrician Debby Hamilton, of Boul-
der, Colorado.
 In California, a Loma Linda Uni-
versity study published in the American 
Journal of Clinical Nutrition shows that 
eating or drinking eight tablespoons 
of sugar (about the amount in two, 
12-ounce soft drinks) can:
■ Reduce the ability of white blood  
 cells to fight off infection by 40 percent.

healthykids
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■ Lower immune function for up to  
 five hours.
■ Block absorption of vitamin C, which 
 plays a vital role in immune function.
■ Make cells more permeable to the  
 influx of bacteria and viruses.
 
Tracee Yablon-Brenner, a registered 
dietitian, holistic health counselor and 
co-founder of RealMoms.com, offers a 
few tips to get kids enthusiastic about 
healthy eating:
■ Ask kids to help prepare the food  
 and set the table, with tasks appro- 
 priate to their ages.
■ Cut vegetables in small pieces and 
 “hide” them in favorite foods; for  
 example, add zucchini and broccoli  
 to spaghetti sauce.
■ Grow a garden (even a container  
 garden) and engage children in the  
 fun of growing food.
■ Take them to a farmers’ market to  
 help pick out meal ingredients.

 Any food high in vitamin C is 
great for strengthening immune sys-
tems and improving overall health. 
Sources include citrus fruits, berries, 
bell peppers, cruciferous vegetables 
like broccoli, cauliflower and Brus-
sels sprouts and all dark, green, leafy 
vegetables, especially kale.
 Yablon-Brenner thinks that juice is 
too high in sugar (even natural sugars) 
and instead favors fiber-rich whole 
fruits. She encourages eating lots of 
wild-caught fish (avoiding farmed 
fish, which can be contaminated with 
mercury and other toxic substances) 
and plenty of foods rich in vitamin E 

and zinc, such as pumpkin seeds and 
sunflower seeds.
 Probiotics are also important for 
keeping the immune system strong. 
For some kids, eating all-natural yogurt 
is enough, but for others, probiotic 
supplements may be necessary.
 “I’m really passionate about edu-
cating and teaching families about the 
benefits of eating real food and helping 
them recognize that food is really the 
best medicine,” says Yablon-Brenner.
 Exercise: Daily exercise is a key 
component of any health regimen.
 “Sometimes, I literally write a pre-
scription for family exercise,” says Rosen.
 Outdoor exercise is beneficial 
because it also exposes children to the 
sun, helping them to manufacture the 
vitamin D that is essential for a strong 
immune system. Other highly recom-
mended exercise programs include 
yoga for stress reduction, which can be 
adapted even for small children.
 Supplements: Rosen and Hamil-
ton both favor select supplements for 
children, especially during cold and 
flu season.
 Rosen recommends a whole-food 
multivitamin for kids every day, as well 
as vitamin D supplements (if blood tests 
confirm a deficiency), as follows: 400 
IU daily for babies, 1,000 IU for young 
children, 2,000 IU for tweens and 
4,000 IU for teens and adults.
 Hamilton adds 15 milligrams of 
zinc daily and likes targeted herbal 
preparations for preventing and treat-
ing colds.
 Sanitation: The experts’ advice 
here may be surprising: They all recom-
mend letting kids get a little dirty.
 “Kids are a little too sterile,” says 
Hamilton. “We used to play in the dirt, 
get dirt under our nails and expose our 
immune systems to bacteria that made 
them stronger. Our focus on antibacte-
rial products today has actually led to 
the growth of antibiotic-resistant super-
bugs.” As a postscript, she recommends 
avoiding hand sanitizers; not only are 
they less than effective, but their alco-
hol content can cause dry skin.

Kathleen Barnes is a natural health 
advocate, author and publisher; 10 
Best Ways to Manage Stress is her latest 
book. Visit KathleenBarnes.com.

Dr. Lawrence Rosen suggests 

a homemade hand wash blend 

of essential oils commonly 

called Thieves Oil. He makes 

up his own sweet-smelling 

antibacterial blend from cin-

namon, clove, lemon eucalyp-

tus, rosemary and orange oils, 

mixed with a little aloe vera 

and water. Keep in a spray 

bottle next to every sink.

Kale Crisps  
Recipe Kids Like

1 bunch of organic curly kale
Sea salt to taste
Garlic powder to taste
2 Tbsp lemon juice

Preheat oven to 350° F.

Line a baking sheet with parchment 
paper.

Wash and dry kale leaves, place in 
a single layer on baking sheet and 
sprinkle with sea salt.

Roast for 8 to 10 minutes, until 
slightly browned and crispy.

Drizzle with lemon juice and serve.

Source: Tracee Yablon-Brenner, from 
RealMoms.com
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greenliving

Since the big corporate banks contributed to crashing 
the economy in 2008, news sources report that they’ve 
been rewarded with bailouts, tax breaks and execu-

tive bonuses, while American workers have lost jobs and 
homes. There is little wonder that many Americans—and 
now, institutions and local governments—have been closing 
their accounts at these corporate banks and transferring the 
money to community banks and credit unions. The intent 
is to send a strong message about responsibility to govern-
ment and Wall Street, while supporting institutions that 
genuinely stimulate local economies.
 The first Bank Transfer Day, last November, was pub-
licized over five weeks, largely through social networks. 
During that period, credit unions received an estimated 
$4.5 billion in new deposits transferred from banks, accord-
ing to the Credit Union National Association.
 Citizens are calling for financial institutions to be ac-
countable, encouraged by the popularity of the Move Your 

Money campaign. Schools, churches and local governments 
across the country have been transferring large sums, or at 
least considering doing so, in order to invest in local econo-
mies instead of Wall Street.
 Last year, the city of San Jose, California, moved nearly 
$1 billion from the Bank of America because of the bank’s 
high record of home foreclosures. City council members 
linked foreclosures to lost tax revenue, reduced services 
and layoffs, and urged other U.S. cities to follow their ex-
ample. The Seattle, Washington, city council responded to 
the Occupy Wall Street movement by unanimously passing 
a resolution to review its banking and investment practices, 
“…to ensure that public funds are invested in responsible 
financial institutions that support our community.” Officials 
in Los Angeles, New York City and Portland, Oregon, are 
discussing proposals that address how and where city funds 
are invested. Massachusetts launched the Small Business 
Banking Partnership initiative last year to leverage small 
business loans, and has already deposited $106 million in 
state reserve funds into community banks.
 Student activists and the Responsible Endowments Co-
alition are urging colleges and universities—some of which 
have assets comparable to those of a town or city—to move 
at least a portion of their endowments from Wall Street. The 
Peralta Community College District, in California, with an 
annual budget of $140 million, has done just that. The dis-
trict’s board of trustees voted unanimously last November to 
move its assets into community banks and credit unions.
 Churches and faith organizations are moving their 
money, too. Congregations in the California interfaith coali-
tion LA Voice vowed to divest $2 million from Wells Fargo 
and the Bank of America, ending a 200-year relationship 
with the big banks. The Most Holy Trinity Catholic Church, 
in East San Jose, pulled $3 million out of the Bank of 
America and reinvested the funds into Micro Branch, a divi-
sion of Self-Help Federal Credit Union, designed to assist 
underserved communities.
 Moving money to where banking practices and 
investments are transparent is the most effective action. 
Oregon Banks Local represents small businesses, family 
farms and community banks. It offers a website tool that 
ranks local banks and credit unions on such criteria as 
where they are headquartered, jobs created and the extent 
of local investment, showing which financial institutions 
truly serve local communities.
 “People from all walks of life are angry at the banks,” 
says Ilana Berger, co-director of The New Bottom Line, 
a national campaign that promotes moving money from 
Wall Street. But the broad appeal of this grassroots move-
ment toward financial reform is based on more than anger 
or strategy. “It’s a way to move our money to follow our 
values,” says Berger. “It’s an opportunity to really protest 
against the banks, but also a way to show what we want 
them to be.”

Freelance writer Rebecca Leisher originated this article as 
part of “9 Strategies to End Corporate Rule,” for the Spring 
2012 issue of YES! magazine.

INVESTING IN 
MAIN STREET
Cities, Schools and Churches Move 
their Money to Local Economies

by Rebecca Leisher
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Ditch the Cards. All electronic transactions siphon 
money out of the local community to some extent, 
so try the human approach and bank in person. 

Make purchases with cash or second best, write a check. If 
plastic is the only choice, choose a debit card. Local mer-
chants lose some of their potential profit each time you use a 
card, but they pay up to seven times more in fees when it’s a 
credit card. Studies show that people spend 12 to 18 percent 
more when they use cards instead of cash.

Move Your Debt. Already broken up with your megabank? 
From credit card balances to car loans to mortgages, mega-
banks make far more money off your debt than your savings. 
Refinance debt with a credit union or local bank and let 
the fees support your community. Be wary of “affinity credit 
cards”, which donate a certain amount per purchase to chari-
table organizations but often are connected with a megabank.

Spend Deliberately. Forget Internet deals; shop local and 
independent. Support second-hand markets by buying used, 
and barter and trade services when possible. Look for goods 
grown and made nearby. Research purchases carefully; find 
easy company-screening assistance at Green America’s Re-
sponsible Shopper website (GreenAmerica.org).

Shorten Loan Lengths. To maximize interest paid by customers, 
banks offer to stretch out terms. Avoid the 30-year mortgage 
or the seven-year car loan. If you’re stuck with one on paper, 
change the terms yourself. Decide the loan duration that’s best 
for you and pay down the principal. Calculators at sites like  
mtgProfessor.com can be used for any loans, not just mortgages.

Earn Feel-Good Interest. A community development bank 
will reinvest money from a CD back into the local commu-
nity and pay you interest. So will alternative savings tools 

offered by RSF Social Finance or the Community Investment 
Note from the nonprofit Calvert Foundation, which also lets 
you target by cause, such as public radio stations. Put money 
into Kiva.org microloans and receive no interest, but big 
returns in socioeconomic justice. Closer to home, consider in-
vesting in family, such as a college loan for a nephew or niece.

Create a DIY Retirement Fund. Avoiding Wall Street’s ubiq-
uitous 401k can be tricky. One way is via “self-directed” 
IRAs and Roth IRAs. These require the account owner—
you—to make the investment decisions. With or without the 
counsel of a personal financial advisor, you get to decide 
what types of projects to invest in—from local green busi-
nesses to real estate.

Invest in Home. Investing in your home strengthens the 
community and builds wealth. Pay down your mortgage, 
and then use that equity when it’s time to retire. Want more 
investment? Do it with a second property and be a local 
landlord, or invest in your children’s homes. Beyond mort-
gages, invest in your home’s energy efficiency for an ongoing 
solid rate of return. Or become your own utility by tying your 
home’s alternative energy system into the power grid.

Remember Your Community. Buy shares of a local co-op—
utility, food or store—or jump on a direct public offering. 
Seek out or start a community investment group to connect 
local businesses with local investors. Look for community 
revolving loan funds that allow participation by individual in-
vestors, such as Cascadia (Pacific Northwest), Economic and 
Community Development Notes for Invest Local Ohio, the 
New Hampshire Community Loan Fund and North Carolina’s 
Mountain BizWorks.

Source: The editors of YES! magazine.

How to Keep Your Dollars Working Locally
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An exhausting routine of early 
morning wakeups, soccer prac-
tices and work deadlines makes 

it understandably easy to put healthy 
family eating on the back burner. As 
more time-strapped families adopt 
drive-through dining, it’s no surprise 
that weight scales nationwide are buck-
ling under the pressure.
 According to the U.S. Centers  
for Disease Control, more than a third 
of American adults are obese. But  
the expanding-waistline epidemic 
impacts far more than just the quality 
of life among adults. A report in the 
Journal of the American Medical As-
sociation states that 16 percent of chil-
dren are either overweight or obese, 
with another 16 percent knocking on 
the door.

 According to Sally Phillips, a 
registered dietitian and nutrition expert 
at Ohio’s Akron Children’s Hospital, 
a child that has an unhealthy body 
weight not only often has self-esteem 
issues, but is also at increased risk for 
Type 2 diabetes, hypertension, elevated 
blood cholesterol and triglycerides, 
plus orthopedic challenges; all health 
problems that possibly could impact 
life expectancy.
 More, childhood obesity that pro-
gresses into adulthood has been linked 
to increased artery wall thickness—a 
marker for atherosclerosis. Because 
many overweight children become 
plump adults, lifestyle modification at an 
early age is vital. Try these no-fuss strate-
gies from experts to overcome today’s 
pitfalls to attaining family nutrition.

The un-family meal
The sit-down meal is an endangered 
family function, thanks to hectic sched-
ules, time spent with TV, video games, 
the Internet and other electronic devices, 
as well as the perceived uncool factor of 
noshing with the folks. Yet studies show 
that family meals foster communication 
and usually lead to higher intakes of cal-
cium- and fiber-rich fruits and vegetables, 
plus lower amounts of unhealthy fats, 
sugar and sodium, says Keith-Thomas 
Ayoob, Ed.D., a registered dietitian and 
associate clinical professor in the Depart-
ment of Pediatrics at Albert Einstein Col-
lege of Medicine, in New York.
 A supporting study published in the 
Journal of the American Dietetic Associa-
tion confirmed that tykes that took in 
fewer family meals (and watched more 
TV) were more likely to be overweight. 
University of Minnesota researchers 
found that adolescent girls that ate often 
with their family were less prone to use 
cigarettes, alcohol and drugs.
 Try this: Commit to a sit-down 
meal most days of the week, suggests 
Registered Dietitian Brenda J. Ponich-
tera, author of Quick and Healthy 
Recipes and Ideas.
 Don’t overlook breakfast as po-
tential family time as well, counsels 
Ayoob. “Kids that eat a well-balanced 
breakfast do better in school, have im-
proved vitamin and mineral intake and 
are more likely to maintain a healthy 
body weight.”

Liquid calories
Today’s average American household 
obtains more than 20 percent of its dai-
ly calories from beverages; on average, 
soft drinks alone account for 8 percent 
of adolescents’ calorie intake.
 The rise in beverage consumption 
has mirrored the country’s slide toward 
rounder body shapes. “Satiety is less 
when you drink calories versus eating 
the same calories in foods, because 
drinks empty from the stomach quick-
er,” advises Phillips. “The extra calories 
from liquids can easily exceed what the 
body can use.”
 The worst culprits are “liquid 
candy” such as soda and energy, sport 
and sweetened fruit drinks. In a study 
published in the American Journal of 
Clinical Nutrition, Harvard researchers 

Healthy Eating, 
Family-Style

No-Fuss, Stay-Trim Strategies
by Matthew Kadey
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confirmed that a greater intake of these 
beverages leads to weight gain in adults 
and children. “Plus, most sweetened 
drinks don’t have much nutritional val-
ue,” says Ayoob. Although they contain 
important vitamins, even fruit juices, 
such as orange, cranberry and apple, 
still pack a lot of concentrated sugars.
 Try this: Phillips recommends limit-
ing empty-calorie sweetened beverages 
and replacing them with unsweetened 
choices like low-fat milk, homemade 
iced tea and filtered water jazzed up 
with lemon or lime. Keep daily intake of 
fruit juice between four to eight ounces, 
and focus on eating whole fruits, instead.
 “You can also freeze natural fruit 
juice in ice-cube trays,” says Phillips. 
“Pop these into [a glass of] water for 
a hint of sweet flavor.” Send children 
to school or camp with a reusable, 
BPA-free water container (stainless steel 
works well) so they get in the aqua-
drinking habit. Also consider stocking 
the fridge with refreshing, potassium-
rich coconut water.

Chicken again?
Never before has such a variety of 
foods been more readily available. Still, 
too many families fall into the trap of 
preparing the same familiar eats—like 
spaghetti, chicken, and peanut butter 
and jelly sandwiches on white bread—
week in and week out.
 When children are repeatedly 
presented with the same foods, they 
don’t learn to appreciate new flavors and 
textures, which reinforces a picky palate 
and a fear of unfamiliar dishes, says 
Ayoob. From a body weight standpoint, 
an article published in Science suggests 
that when the brain isn’t gratified by 
food—which can happen when the fam-
ily eats roast chicken for the fourth time 
in the same week—people are more 
likely to make midnight kitchen raids 
and add to their total calorie intake.
 Try this: Once a week, have a new-
food-of-the-week meal, featuring healthy 
ingredients such as quinoa, lean bison 
or kale, paired with family favorites, to 
encourage branching out. “Don’t throw 
in the towel if your child emphatically 
refuses it at the start. Research shows 
that it can take 10 or more times before 
a new food is accepted by a finicky 
eater,” advises Phillips, a mother of two.

 She also suggests letting kids loose 
in the produce department to pick a 
new fresh item they are curious about, 
and then involving them in its prepa-
ration, so they are more likely to try 
it. “Or, substitute a familiar food, like 
apples, with pears,” Ayoob recommends.

Snack attacks
With so much unhealthy snack food 
marketed toward kids, it’s easy for 
youngsters to graze their way to a big-
ger waistline.
 Findings shared by Italian universi-
ty researchers in the Journal of Pediatric 
Gastroenterology and Nutrition specifi-
cally link savory, energy-dense snack 
foods with childhood obesity. The U.S. 
Department of Agriculture reports that 
the percentage of American children 
eating three regular meals a day has 
decreased over the past 25 years, while 
consumption of high-calorie, snack-
type foods has gone up.
 “Unhealthy snacking can have an 
impact on academic performance, en-
ergy levels and weight,” Ayoob remarks.
 Try this: Don’t push the panic but-
ton if a child looks a little heavy while 
he or she is still growing, but it never 
hurts to give the household pantry and 
fridge an overhaul.
 First, get rid of nutrient-devoid chips, 
cookies and soda. “Replace them with 
healthier, portable fuel like nuts, baby 
carrots, low-fat string cheese and cottage 
cheese, yogurt and dried fruit,” suggests 
Ayoob. This does away with the good-
versus-bad food battle on the home front.
 Ponichtera likes keeping a bowl of 
varicolored seasonal fruit on the counter 
for when kids return home ravenous. She 
also recommends offering sliced veggies 
and fruit with tasty and nutritious yogurt, 
guacamole or hummus dip, or making 
after-school smoothies, using frozen 
fruit, healthy, low-fat milk and yogurt.
 Because watching TV—includ-
ing commercials extolling unhealthy 
foods—provides prime opportunities for 
mindless snacking (various studies link 
excess TV time with elevated body fat), 
consider pulling the plug after an hour. 
If snacking must be done in front of the 
tube, Ponichtera likes natural, unbut-
tered popcorn, deeming it excellent 
because it’s whole-grain, low in calories 
and high in filling fiber.

Experience the heart-centered 
practices of LYC! 

Mooresville, NC

Complete your 
Summer fun with 
Yoga & Pilates! 

lahiriyogacenter.com

704.622.0946
719.460.4003

Yoga 
Pilates Mat & Apparatus

Our successful 
7yr old Yoga 

teacher training 
returns in Oct!

Strengthen the Core & Body

Enhance Mind/Body Connection

Relieve Stress & Pain
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Meals in a hurry
The desire for something quick may be 
why half of total U.S. food expenditures 
today go to meals prepared outside the 
home. Studies suggest that the more 
we purchase fast food, the greater our 
girth. “This should come as no surprise, 
because what is often ordered is mostly 
out-of-control portions, higher in 
calories, fat, sugar and salt, than what 
would be served at home,” says Ayoob.
 Even shunning the all-too-familiar 
drive-through for a smarter option could 
pack on pounds. Researchers reported 
in the Journal of Consumer Research 
that an individual is likely to underes-
timate the calories in a meal marketed 
by a restaurant as healthier, than those 
in a meal from a perceived offender. 
This mistake often leads to overeating 
through purchasing extra or bigger side 
orders, suggest the study’s authors.
 University of Minnesota research 
suggests that adolescent members of 

families that rely on fewer than three 
purchased meals per week are more 
likely to consume healthier beverages 
and vegetables with meals and less prone 
to indulge in soda and chips at home.
 Try this: Skip the fast food outlets 
and open The Joy of Cooking. “Preparing 
more home-cooked meals is all about 
planning and implementing time-saving 
strategies,” says Ponichtera. Take time 
during the weekend to create dinner 
menus for the coming week, with input 
from all family members, and make a 
detailed grocery list to facilitate an ef-
ficient visit to the health food store and 
grocery. Ponichtera also stresses the, 
“Cook once, serve twice,” trick, where 
home chefs purposely double the recipe 
and plan to serve leftovers later, adding 
different sides for variety.
 When time is at a premium, toss-
ing ingredients for stews or chilies 
into a slow cooker in the morning is 
a tasty and healthy option. “Always 

have a few homemade dishes that can 
be easily warmed up, such as lasagna, 
soups and casseroles, in your freezer,” 
adds Ponichtera. It also works to freeze 
leftovers in lunch-size containers to 
take to work.
 On days when family members 
have time to cook, make salads and 
dressings (served on the side) or bean, 
vegetable and whole-grain side dishes 
ahead of time, so they will be ready 
accompaniments for the coming 
week’s entrées.
 “Involving children in the meal 
prep not only saves parents time,” 
reflects Ponichtera, “but also teaches 
kids valuable cooking skills they might 
otherwise lack.” Everybody wins.
 
Canadian-based registered dietitian and 
nutrition writer Matthew Kadey also 
takes active vacations to keep trim.
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naturalpet

When Kaitlin Crocker arrived 
in North Grafton, Massa-
chusetts, at Tufts University 

Cummings School of Veterinary Medi-
cine in 2006, she met up with another 
new arrival, a 3-year-old beagle named 
Daisy. Usually such dogs are acquired 
from research facilities so that students 
can perform physical health exams and 
work to socialize them. Crocker notes, 
“Daisy might never have been outside 
before; she was afraid of the door, 
the steps and big dogs. I was glad to 
see that once her nose took over, she 
decided a walk was kind of fun.” 
 Tufts dogs are typically available for 
adoption afterward, and Daisy moved 
in with Crocker’s parents, until Crocker 
finished school. “Daisy got along well 

with our family dog, Hawk. She adjusted 
to home life, especially after we added 
lights in the back yard, because she was 
afraid of the dark,” recalls her mother.
 After graduation, the newly 
minted veterinarian married and found 
a house with a nice yard for Daisy. The 
dog’s only apparent problem so far 
has been with a hissing feline called 
Gracie, whom Daisy has decided to 
ignore. Daisy’s next adjustment will 
be the arrival of a human baby; one 
of Crocker’s girlfriends is aiding the 
preparation by bringing her baby to 
visit, so Daisy can learn about bottles, 
diapers and crying infants.
 After Jessica Albon’s apartment 
building was sold, she and her Labrador 
retriever, Izzy, relocated to a 300-square-

Cherished Family Members
Solutions for Pass-Around Pets

by Rebecca Ryan

foot apartment on her parent’s property, 
with shared kitchen facilities. “It caused 
some friction,” admits this Winston-
Salem website designer and owner of 
Thrive Your Tribe. “Two-year-old Izzy 
was full of energy, and our ideas of 
training differed.” Albon couldn’t find an 
apartment willing to take a large pet, so 
her answer was to buy a house.
 Business travel from New York also 
takes Steven Rice, a vice president at 
public relations firm Harrison & Shriftman, 
away from his rescue dog, Samantha. 
Then, “My parents get the fun of having a 
dog around without the full-time commit-
ment,” says Rice, “while Samantha enjoys 
the change from a city apartment to a 
large backyard.” The dog has favorite toys, 
her regular food and her own bed nearby, 
so she feels right at home.
 In the case of divorce, courts 
routinely treat pets as property, rather 
than family, although attitudes are 
changing as judges recognize the 
emotional attachment of both par-
ties. Attorneys encourage couples to 
decide where the pet will live.
  “During our divorce, the issue of 
who would get custody of our beagle 
almost took us by surprise,” says Da-
vid Bakke, the Atlanta-based online 
editor of Money Crashers Personal 
Finance, headquartered in Chicago. 
“We were so involved in the issues 
of child custody, alimony and child 
support that we didn’t discuss Rocky 
until late in the process.”
 “My wife got primary custody of 
our children. We decided it would be 
in the best interests of both our dog and 
our kids that they live together,” Bakke 
says. “When they visit me, they bring 
Rocky with them. I miss him, but I also 
know this is best for everyone else.”
 When children are not an issue, 
pets can become a primary concern in 
divorces. “We never had children and 
our Yorkshire terrier, Clover, became 
our substitute,” says Courtney Karem, 

Animal companions provide entertainment, comfort and 
unconditional acceptance and become part of the family. 
When major changes affect the lives of owners, they also affect 
pets. What happens to them when family dynamics shift?

In the case of divorce, 
courts routinely treat pets 

as property, rather than 
family, although attitudes 

are changing as judges 
recognize the emotional 

attachment of both parties.
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HOLISTIC THERAPIES:
■ Acupuncture for Dogs & Cats
■ Hydrotherapy for Dogs
■ Therapeutic Laser & Ultrasound
■ Tui-na Chinese Medical Massage
■ Underwater Treadmill
■ Energetic Evaluation
■ Herbs & Nutraceuticals

Let us use our many years of training and practice to tailor a  
program specifically effective for your individual animal family member. 

ATRIUM ANIMAL HOSPITAL 
& ANIMAL WELLNESS CENTER 

Dr. Kim V. Hombs, DVM, CVA, CVH, CVT

& Associates
26 years training and experience
6520 McMahan Drive, Charlotte

704-542-2000
AtriumAnimalHospital.com

TRADITIONAL VETERINARY SERVICES:
■ Regenerative Medicine/Stem Cell Therapy 
■ Bloodwork/Chemistries
■ Digital Radiographs
■ Diagnostic Ultrasound
■ Surgery
■ Conventional Pharmacy 
■ Puppy & Adult Training Classes

Individualized to Your Pet’s Specific Condition and Constitution
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Atrium Animal Hospital is a health care center that offers 
everything under one roof with a focus on less invasive 
techniques, fewer vaccines and nutritional prevention.

Are you exhausted and scrambled as to the 
best alternative approach for your pet? 

Helpful Tips for Shared Custody
✔ Visit the new location together. Give the pet sufficient time to explore 
and become comfortable.

✔ Pack a doggie suitcase with familiar items, including food, leash, 
bedding, favorite chew and other 

toys, yummy treats and an 
item of unwashed clothing 
with the owner’s scent on it.

✔ Provide written instructions 
about feeding, activities, likes, 
dislikes and any fears, plus 
the current family schedule, 
especially if a former spouse 
has a new partner.

✔ Stick to the pet’s regular 
daily routines as much as 

possible.

Source: Linda Michaels, dog psychologist and owner of Wholistic Dog 
Training, in San Diego, CA

marketing director at the Bougainvillea 
Clinique, in Winter Park, Florida. “My 
ex-husband eventually moved a few 
hours away, but we arrange for him to 
see Clover, who lives with me.”
 In acrimonious divorce cases, 
matrimonial Attorney Rachel Weis-
man, founder of Weisman Law 
Group, in New York City, has dealt 
with pet ownership. There have been 
occasions where a spouse denies 
rightful visitation before custody is 
determined or even gives the pet 
away without consensual agreement. 
If there is a possibility of abuse, a 
protective order for the animal can 
be obtained, advises Weisman. The 
core question is what is the key to 
the pet’s health and happiness?
 Times of change are stressful for all 
concerned, but can be made easier for 
pets by keeping their interests in mind, 
just as one would with beloved children.

Rebecca Ryan writes about pets and 
more for Natural Awakenings. Connect 
at RebeccaRyan@mindspring.com.
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moonmagic

ASTROLOGICAL  
TIMING 

FOR SUCCESS 

This month the Sun, the Moon and all the cosmic forces 
come together to help us realize our life dreams. Key to our 
Self-realizing is the Aug 6-7 mid-Leo Lammas celebration 

and the ongoing dance of the planets and stars. 
 August begins with Leo Sun in fortunate trine with Uranus and Athena al-
lied in Aries bringing exciting new technological (and magical!) breakthroughs 
that will (with Uranus square Pluto) totally transform the global status quo. 
This month we take the initiative and bring forward those bold new projects; 
it’s time to put our best foot forward and make that proposal. We are given 
opportunity to come out onto the world stage now, each in our own way. 
 Venus rises powerfully before the Sun fresh out of her shadow loop 
aligned with El Nath, the bright star Hindus call Agni, the source of cosmic 
fire. Venus parallels Arcturus the wizard hermit star identified with Gandalf 
in Lord of the Rings. Venus/Arwen allies with the new Gandalf the White to 
bring forth the true king and begin a new order of things. 
 August begins a 5-month period when we come to realize the special gifts 
we each bring and the part we’re to play in this new creation. Now begins 
the Global Initiation when Earth and humanity as a whole enter a state of 
enlightened awareness. This universal shift in consciousness starts on August 
22 as the rising of Venus before the Sun with the great star Sirius signals a new 
Great Renaissance and dawning of a New Age. Venus is the Bennu Phoenix 
rising, a new world is being born and Love will be Queen.

by Steve Nelson
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ILLUMINATION 
August 1-7
Lammas Day/Lughnasa
August begins with Lughnasa celebrat-
ing the Celtic Sun god Lugh. Also 
known as Lammas or Loaf-mass, it is 
traditional to share bread of the first 
harvest now. “Lammas bread” grounds 
and makes flesh the illumination of 
this time. The Lughnasa celebration 
culminates Aug 6-7 when the Sun is 
at the mid-Leo “power gate of fire,” 
the mid-Summer cross-quarter. Say 
“White Rabbit” on Aug 1 for luck 
throughout the month.

LEO FULL MOON 
Aug 1-4 (exact 11:27 pm 8/1) 
Love and Revelation
Each Full Moon brings revelation and 
opportunity for healing body, mind and 
soul. Meditation, deep breathing, music 
and dancing help us open to receive. 
Leo rules the heart and it is home sign 
of Sol, the cosmic source of love. The 
meditation keynote of this Sun in Leo 
Full Moon is: “May the wellspring of 
Love find in us an unimpeded channel.”

LAMMAS/LUGHNASA 
Aug 6-8 
Cross-Quarter Illumination
The Lammas cross-quarter (exact 10:40 
pm 8/6) culminates at the mid-Leo 
“power gate of fire.” This is a time for 
mountain top picnics. Bread shared 
now (hence Lammas or “loaf mass”) 
is imbued with special energy like the 
Hobbits “Lammas bread” which sus-
tains them in their Quest. Dreams and 
portents now predict what will be. The 
Aug 6 Feast of Transfiguration celebrates 
the mountaintop illumination of Jesus. 
At this mid-Leo power gate solar prana 
flows down to the tops of mountains all 
over the world.

3RD QUARTER MOON 
Aug 9-11 (exact 2:55 pm 8/9) 
Realizing Dreams
This Moon cuts away all that distracts 
from putting dreams into action. 3rd 

Quarter integrates new ideas into 
creative expression; it’s time to fol-
low our bliss and do what feels good 
in concert with the whole.

BALSAMIC MOON 
Aug 13-16 
Make a Wish!
This wishing Moon with New Ve-
nus, Sirius and Mercury Prometheus 
brings opportunity to invoke new 
love, peace and creative prosperity. 
The deeper we feel, the more Moon 
magic is invoked for this new lunar 
cycle. Shadows before New Moon 
are cleared by deep breathing with 
attention to the light of the crown. 

DARK OF MOON/ 
NEW MOON  
Aug 16-18 
Going Within
The day before New Moon until 
Sunset a day after is ideal for psy-
chic and physical house clearing to 
make way for the new cycle; outer 
activity is favored after the crescent 
appears. New Moon (11:54 am 
8/17) is a great cosmic spring that 
flows freely as we just slow down. 

CRESCENT NEW MOON 
Aug 19-23 
A Time to Sow
It’s time to bring forward what we 
wish to be realized. Moon magic is 
strongest Sunset to Moonset when 
the Moon is in the 7th House. 
Meditation now opens doorways, 
wishes take wing, and prayers bring 
blessings through the lunar cycle. 

1ST QUARTER MOON 
Aug 24-27 (9:54 am 8/24) 
Time to Choose
It’s time to cut free from trappings of 
the past and affirm our purpose moving 
forward. Choices made now are likely 
to be the right ones. Breathing deeply 
through the light of the crown frees 
energy flow up and down the spine to 
power our dreams.

GOING OUT OF THE SIGNS 
Aug 24-31 
Breaking Habits, Liberation
The best time to break addictions 
or eliminate attachments is when 
the Moon wave moves down be-
yond vital organs from Sagittarius 
(thighs) to Pisces (feet). Now we 
can more easily let go outmoded 
patterns of being and eliminate 
toxins physical and psychic. 

WOMEN’S EQUALITY DAY
Aug 25 
Balance and Be New
This culminating 5th day of the old 
Egyptian New Year is celebrated by 
honoring women and the yin as 
equal to the yang and to men. As 
this balance is achieved we discov-
er the answer to the riddle of the 
Sphinx and Heaven and Earth are 
joined as one. As Bennu Venus rises 
we are all given the opportunity 
to be new, balance and be reborn, 
raise the spirit and transform.

MOON HARE FULL MOON 
Aug 30-Sept 2 
(exact 9:58 am 8/31) 
Illumination!
This is the Harvest Moon, the time 
to separate wheat from chaff. The 
Moon Hare pounds herbs extract-
ing the “Elixir of Immortality” as 
our psyches extract the good from 
the year. Gathering the Elixir now 
is key to psychic alchemy. The Full 
Moon is like a pitcher pouring out 
elixir, we raise our cups to receive. 

Steve Nelson is 
a professional 
astrologer who 
u s e s  Ta r o t , 
name analysis, 
and traditional 
a s t r o l o g y  t o 
help clients un-

derstand personal myths and realize 
natural abilities. He can be reached at 
704-375-3759, GaiaAstrology.com or 
stevenelson@carolina.rr.com.
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SOCCER’S A KICK  
FOR FAMILY FITNESS
Summer Olympics Highlights the Excitement

by Randy Kambic

fitbody

With the 2012 Summer Olym-
pic Games underway from 
July 27 through August 12, in 

London, many soccer moms and dads 
will be watching live or recorded match-
es with their children gathered around 
the TV. Among the 28 national male and 
female teams competing internationally, 
the U.S. women’s team brings special 
excitement as the defending Olympic 
champions in their division. Their shared 
enthusiasm is sure to inspire some fam-
ily soccer ball kick-around action in the 
yard or a local park.
 Soccer is an ideal physical outlet 
for boys and girls because it’s consider-
ably less violent than football; provides 

In many other countries, soccer is known as football, or even 
“the beautiful game,” because the grace and style of play is 
often considered as important as the final score. While less 
popular than other professional sports in this country, soccer’s 
suitability and benefits for today’s children have spawned its 
own American subculture.

a great cardio workout; builds thought 
processes in employing strategies; instills 
teamwork, camaraderie and sportsman-
ship; and can facilitate meeting young-
sters of various backgrounds. It also 
provides an easy and enjoyable way for 
parents to get some exercise while bond-
ing with their children.
 US Youth Soccer, as part of the 
U.S. Soccer Federation, the national 
governing body, involves 3 million-plus 
youngsters ages 5 through 19 in soc-
cer leagues, camps and local programs 
annually. Its yearly Youth Soccer Month, 
in September, will feature many commu-
nity events, tips and discussions.
 Susan Boyd, of Mequon, Wiscon-
sin, spent 15 years taking two of her 
sons to and from practices and matches 

from junior games all the 
way through high 

school teams. 

For more information 

704-499-3327
ads@awakeningcharlotte.com

Coming in September

Express Your
CREATIVITY

 Natural Awakenings’  
September edition.
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“Every time they play is 
a highlight for me,” she 
says. “Win, lose or draw, 
they have such a passion 
for the game. You all get 
caught up in the power 
of the play and the magic 
of the moment.”
 A part-time writ-
ing instructor at Carroll 
University, in Waukesha, Wisconsin, 
Boyd has been posting weekly paren-
tal advice blogs on USYouthSoccer.org 
for four years. One suggests that if field 
conditions are damp, parents should 
bring gallon-size baggies to protect the 
car’s floor from the mud of soccer shoes, 
plus a change of clothes for the players. 
In another, she asks parents “not to be 
snooty or pompous” if their child’s team 
is better than the opposition and to “have 
more patience with referees that don’t 
meet your standard of perfection in calls.”
 Because soccer calls for near-
constant movement—running with or 
toward the ball or walking into a better 
position on the field—it’s an effective 
antidote to childhood obesity. The Presi-
dent’s Council on Fitness, Sports & Nu-
trition (Fitness.gov) suggests that children 
get one hour or more a day in either 
moderate or vigorous aerobic physical 
activity. For adults, the recommendation 
is at least 30 minutes of physical activity 
a day, or 75 minutes a week of vigorous 
aerobic activity. Playing or practicing 
soccer skills definitely meets the criteria.
       Last year, the American Academy of 
Pediatrics Association (HealthyChildren.
org) cited soccer as a way for children 
to be physically active while they learn 

teamwork and sportsman-
ship. It also noted that 
the most common player 
injuries are minor sprains 
and strains, followed by 
bruises. Boyd advises, 
“Most of these require 
rest, ice, compression and 
elevation for the injured 
area, and a week away 

from the sport. Don’t rush children back 
onto the field; think long-term.”
 Current and longtime U.S. national 
Olympic team member Christie Ram-
pone, of Point Pleasant, New Jersey, 
notes that because soccer doesn’t 
involve the hands, “Youngsters get used 
to using other, different muscle groups, 
allowing for optimal strength and coor-
dination.” She suggests that parents have 
children also note some non-action ele-
ments of the sport, such as the commu-
nication occurring on the soccer field. 
 Even when people in the stands 
are loudly shouting encouragement, 
players are talking with each other and 
using body language to enhance their 
team play. “Point out to kids the posi-
tive emotions and energy expressed 
when things don’t go well. Even though 
the game can be frustrating at times, 
learn from how the players stay poised 
and focused throughout the match.”

For more information, also visit  
USSoccer.com and nbcOlympics.com.

Randy Kambic, who played soccer in 
school, is a freelance writer and editor 
in Estero, FL, and a copyeditor for  
Natural Awakenings.

The number of youth 

soccer players in the 

United States has dou-

bled since 1990, to more 

than 4 million players.

~U.S. Soccer Federation

SOCCER AS A FAMILY AFFAIR
Here are some ways small groups of two or more soccer neophytes can join in the fun.

■ Start by using the sides of the feet at a 90-degree angle to the path of the ball 
and tap it back and forth.

■ Soon, start using more of the instep in kicking the ball to lift it into the air a 
little. Also, when “trapping” (controlling) the ball, pull a foot or leg back slightly 
upon contact, so that it settles closer.

■ With three people, arrange everyone in a triangle. Later, slightly changing posi-
tions can further improve ball passing and controlling abilities.

■ Play “keep away,” with a third person in-between the other two.

■ Eventually, start juggling—keeping the ball aloft and glancing off the feet, 
thighs, chest and head (no hands)—thus expanding basic skills and providing a 
progressive number of hits without drops for each player to keep trying to surpass.
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“My experience is what I agree to attend to,” the pioneering 
psychologist William James wrote at the turn of the twenti-
eth century. “Only those items I notice shape my mind.” At 
its most basic level, attention — what we allow ourselves to 
notice — literally determines how we experience and navigate 
the world. The ability to summon and sustain attention is what 
allows us to job hunt, juggle, learn math, make pancakes, aim 
a cue and pocket the eight ball, protect our kids, and perform 
surgery. It lets us be discerning in our dealings with the world, 
responsive in our intimate relationships, and honest when we 
examine our own feelings and motives. Attention determines 
our degree of intimacy with our ordinary experiences and 
contours our entire sense of connection to life.
 The content and quality of our lives depend on our level 
of awareness, a fact we are often not aware of. You may have 
heard the old story, usually attributed to a Native American 
elder, meant to illuminate the power of attention. A grandfa-
ther (occasionally it’s a grandmother) imparting a life lesson 
to his grandson tells him, “I have two wolves fighting in 

Attention, Attention, Attention!

wisewords

ATTENTION, 
   ATTENTION, 
      ATTENTION!

Sharon Salzberg 
speaks on
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source: the350project.net

my heart. One wolf is vengeful, fearful, envious, resentful, 
deceitful. The other wolf is loving, compassionate, generous, 
truthful, and serene.” The grandson asks which wolf will win 
the fight. The grandfather answers, “The one I feed.”
 But that’s only part of the picture. True, whatever gets our 
attention flourishes, so if we lavish attention on the negative 
and inconsequential, they can overwhelm the positive and the 
meaningful. But if we do the opposite, refusing to deal with or 
acknowledge what’s difficult and painful, pretending it doesn’t 
exist, then our world is out of whack. Whatever doesn’t get 
our attention withers—or retreats below conscious awareness, 
where it may still affect our lives. In a perverse way, ignoring 
the painful and the difficult is just another way of feeding the 
wolf. Meditation teaches us to open our attention to all of hu-
man experience and all parts of ourselves.
 I’m sure you know the feeling of having your attention frac-
tured by job and family, the enticement of electronic diversions, 
or the chatter of your mind—that morning’s spat with your mate 
replaying in your head, a litany of worries about the future or 
regrets about the past, a nervous endless-loop recitation of the 
day’s to-do list. Parts of that mental soundtrack may be old tapes 
that were instilled in childhood and have been playing so long 
we’ve nearly tuned them out of conscious awareness. These 
might be unkind pronouncements about the kind of person we 
are or preconceptions and assumptions about how the world 
works (for example: Good girls don’t act like that, men/women 
can’t be trusted, you’ve got to look out for number one).
 We may no longer even notice the messages we’re 
sending ourselves, just the anxiety that lingers in their wake. 
These habitual responses are often the result of a lifetime’s 
conditioning—the earliest lessons from our parents and our 
culture, both explicit teaching and nonverbal cues.
 This diffusion of attention can be mildly discomfiting, creat-
ing a vague sense of being uncentered or never quite there. It 
can be disheartening, leaving you exhausted from being dragged 
around by your jumpy, scattered thoughts; it can be downright 
dangerous (think of what can happen to distracted drivers). We 
can be lethally asleep at the wheel in other ways, too, neglecting 
relationships or failing to notice and act on what’s really impor-
tant to us. We miss a great deal because our attention is distracted 
or because we’re so sure that we already know what’s going on 
that we don’t even look for new, important information.
 Meditation teaches us to focus and to pay clear atten-
tion to our experiences and responses as they arise, and to 
observe them without judging them. That allows us to detect 
harmful habits of mind that were previously invisible to us. For 
example, we may sometimes base our actions on unexamined 
ideas (I don’t deserve love, you just can’t reason with people, 
I’m not capable of dealing with tough situations) that keep us 
stuck in unproductive patterns. Once we notice these reflexive 

responses and how they undermine our ability 
to pay attention to the present moment, then we 
can make better, more informed choices. And we 
can respond to others more compassionately and 
authentically, in a more creative way.

Excerpted from Real Happiness Copyright 2011 by 
Sharon Salzberg. Used by permission of Workman 
Publishing Co., Inc. New York, All Rights Reserved. 
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THURSDAY, AUGUST 2
Breast Cancer Survivors Pilates Class - 9:15-
10:15am. A gentle, healing class focused on ex-
panding body awareness and acceptance, increasing 
core strength, and regaining full range of motion to 
areas affected by breast cancer surgery.  Meets every 
Tuesday and Thursday til Sep 6th.  Details: melissa.
djohnst@gmail.com, 404-271-7748. Lahiri Yoga 
Center, Mooresville, NC.

FRIDAY, AUGUST 3
Migun “Footbath Friday” – 11am-5pm. Migun of 
Charlotte offers detoxification foot baths by Aqua Chi. 
Detoxify, heal, energize, boost your immune system and 
balance energy pathways. Mention Natural Awakenings 
and receive $10 off first treatment. 9105-B Pineville 
Matthews Rd. 704 -540-4848, MigunCharlotte.com. 

Weekend Workshop with Andrew Keith – 6:30-
9pm Fri, 10am-4pm Sat. $200. Andrew Keith, of 
Sedona, a medium and spiritual teacher, will con-
duct seminars on Energy Management, Intuition 
Development and Channeling. Transpersonal Power 
@ Elemental Healing, 5200 Park Rd. Register: 440-
341-6101or andy81857@yahoo.com.  Transperson-
alPower.com, AndrewKeithPsychicMedium.com. 

SATURDAY, AUGUST 4
Sunpoint™ Practicum with Janet Sussman – 
9am-5pm. $75. Sunpoint is a transcendent-based 
consciousness process that elevates the vibration of 
the subtle energy system. Receive the Sunpoint trans-
mission and/or booster and learn to use it successfully 
for spiritual healing. 7233 Connan Lane. RSVP by 
August 1st. 980-254-5323 or janet_sussman@att.net.

Sierra Club RibbonWalk Workday- 9am-
noon. Volunteers needed to  remove invasive plants 
and work on trail maintenance. RibbonWalk, an 
188-acre urban forest, is off Statesville Rd four miles 
from center city Charlotte. This preserve protects a 
diversity of forest and wetland habitats. Bring work 
gloves and garden tools. Info: sierraclub.centpied-
chair@gmail.com. CharlotteSierraClub.org. 

Feel The Frequencies, Reconnective Healing, 
Experience Divine Nature - 10am-noon. $20. 
Reconnective Healing is a life changing experience, 
an opportunity to experience your Divine nature in 
a way that stimulates healing. Healing is guided by 
the Universe. Meetup.com/TheNook. 704-896-3111.

ABC Self-Healing Weekend Intensive Workshop 
-10am-6pm, Aug. 5th, 2:30-6pm. Free, Love Offerings 
After Only. Learn the new art and science of “Auric 
Bodies Communicating” to remove the blocks to love’s 
tangible healing presences within. Heal physical, emo-
tional, mental or spiritual dysfunctions. Unity of Char-
lotte, 401 E. Arrowood Rd. PerfectionHealing.com.

Dream Interpretation Workshop - 1-4pm. $40. Led 
by dream interpreter Mary Ellen Shuntich. Learn to 
understand the symbols in your dreams and create 
your own dream dictionary. You’ll be surprised you’re 
your dreams mean really mean. HarmonyYogaNC.
com, 704-277-3887.

Reiki Energy Share - 3:15– 4:15pm. $5. Set in mo-
tion the practice and/or discovery of your healing en-
ergy abilities. Meetup.com/TheNook. 704-896-3111.

SUNDAY, AUGUST 5
God Uses Ordinary People - 10:30am. Patrice 
Gaines will speak about how Spirit led her through 
years of investigating a murder as a Washington Post 
reporter. Based on new evidence she uncovered, a 
judge will decide this month if seven men will be 
freed from prison after serving 26 years.  Unity of 
Charlotte, 401 E Arrowood Rd. UnityOfCharlotte.org.

The Traveling Psychic Fair - 12-5pm. Free admis-
sion. Readings are $25 for 15 minutes. Join some 
of Charlotte’s best intuitives for a day of food, fun 
and fortune. Tarot Card readers, Aura Readers, 
Clairvoyants, Mediums, Animal Communicators, 
Angel Whisperers & more! Dilworth Coffee Mat-
thews, 110 Matthews Station. Info: 704-846-0217.

MONDAY, AUGUST 6
Support for Your Grief -12pm. $20. Free with website 
coupon. Mandy Eppley offers education and support 
using The Model of Heart-Centered Grief. Explore the 
grief journey and what aids us all in breaking through, 
coping, getting help and support, looking towards hope. 
4919 Monroe Rd, TheRespite.org.

Spirit and Guide Assembly - 6:30-8pm. Free. 
Speak directly with Spirits. Come be bewitched! 
Meetup.com/TheNook. 704-896-3111.

Fusion Flow Yoga, Level 1-2 - 7pm. $5. Gentle 
alignment based slow flow. For beginners and inter-
mediate students. Hickory Grove United Methodist 
Church Family Life Center, 6401 Hickory Grove 
Road. 704-578-2835, MintHillYoga.com. 

TUESDAY, AUGUST 7
Homeopathy 101 Workshop -$20. 7pm. Learn 
how and why homeopathy works, the difference 
between acute and constitutional support, how ho-
meopathic remedies are made and first aid remedies 
for trauma, sports injuries and basic pain relief. 
HarmonyYogaNC.com, 704-277-3887.

EMF Balancing Technique Presentation. Free. 
7pm-9pm. “EMF Balancing Technique” is a graceful 
and sophisticated form of Energy Work, practicing in 
over 70 countries Worldwide! Alexandra Shumakher 
will present the history of EMF, its structure, intents 
and benefits. Expand your knowledge about Energy 
Work and gain the opportunity to continue (or to start!) 
your Spiritual Education & Experience. South Tryon 
St., Charlotte, NC. Details and RSVP on meetup.com/
EMFBalancingTechnique or 704-691-5903.

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 8
Stabilizing Higher States: How Multi-temporal 
Awareness Maintains the Ground of Being with 
Spiritual Counselor, Janet Sussman- $35/ class, 
$285/ten classes. Teleconference August 8, 15, 29 at 
8:30 pm EDT. Come into the class for any session 
and/or receive recordings for back sessions. Explore 
how to enter, expand and unify multi-temporal states. 
Register at 980-254-5323 or janet_sussman@att.net.

THURSDAY, AUGUST 9
Living in Solution Q&A Session -7pm. Free. Learn 
more about the upcoming year long retreat style 
class starting in September that will help you be the 
solution in your life. The Spiritual Living Center of 
Charlotte’s Emerson Institute, 1025 E 35th St. 704-
665-1886, SLCCharlotte.com.

FRIDAY, AUGUST 10
Intro to Vegan Cuisine - Camping in the Mountains- 
$195. Fri-Sun morning. Discover the health benefits of 
a vegan diet while trying many delicious vegan foods. 
No camping experience needed. All food, camping 
equipment provided. Show up, relax and enjoy! Recipe 
booklet included. Fun side trips available. (Limit 12 
people) DanasOutdoorEdventures.com. 704-650-8508.

Book Signing with Master Tarologist Gina Spriggs  
-7-9pm. Gina will sign The Intuitive Tarot Workbook, 
share her tricks and tips of the trade and provide an ex-
periential opportunity for you to get to know your deck. 
Bring your old deck or buy a new one and get 15% 
off. The Bag Lady, 1710 Kenilworth Ave., Suite 200.

Moving Showing “Happy” - 7:30pm. $5. This 
movie explores human happiness through interviews 
with people from all walks of life in 14 different 
countries, weaving in the newest findings of positive 
psychology.   Unity of Charlotte, 401 E. Arrowood 
Road. UnityOfCharlotte.org.

SATURDAY, AUGUST 11
Migun “Far Infrared Sauna Special” - Lose 
weight, detoxify, improve cardiovascular health, 
relieve pain and stress, improve skin tone and 
relax in Migun’s new Far Infrared Sauna. Mention 
Natural Awakenings and receive $10 off your first 
session. 9105-B Pineville Matthews Rd. Appts: 
704-540-4848. MigunCharlotte.com.

EMF Practitioner Training - August 11&12, 18&19, 
25&26 (6 days), 9am-6pm, $900.00. Become an “EMF 
Practitioner of Phases I-IV” and also expand your 
Spiritual Education. Students receive each of the four 
phases during the training and perform them. Increase 
your “energetic sensitivity” and accelerate the personal 
growth process. All studying materials included. South 
Tryon St., Charlotte, NC. Details and RSVP on meetup.
com/EMFBalancingTechnique, 704-691-5903

Workshop “The Universal Calibration Lattice” – 
9am-6pm, $100.00. Detailed intro to the EMF Balancing 
Technique, concept of the Calibration process and the 
New Energy dynamics. Workshop provides knowl-
edge & tools for Daily Life: powerful meditations and 
exercises will allow you to work with your fears and 
dreams; energy symbols will help you to manifest and 
co-create you reality; EMF mini-session provides the 
general full body balance within 15-20 minutes. South 
Tryon St., Charlotte, NC. Details and RSVP on meetup.
com/EMFBalancingTechnique or call 704-691-5903

Astrology 101 – Part 4 - 10am-noon. $20. Discover 
the energies that each planet possesses and how 
to incorporate their powers into your daily life.  
Meetup.com/TheNook. 704-896-3111.

Reiki Level I  - 10am-6pm. $250. Two day class plus 
three months of integration. Gain a strong foundation 
in traditional Usui Reiki First Degree to prepare for 
a daily self-practice to support healing and growth; 
and to give treatment informally to family, friends, 
and pets. Principles, history, and other topics covered. 
Details/register: 704-996-4079, AReikiLife.com, or 
nancy@AReikiLife.com.

NOTE:  All calendar events must be received via email by the 12th of the month 
and adhere to our guidelines. Email Calendar@AwakeningCharlotte.com for guide-
lines and to submit entries or visit AwakeningCharlotte.com to submit.

calendarofevents
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Harmonic Convergence Celebration - 11am-4pm. 
$10.  25th Anniv. Celebration. Meditation with Jim 
Storrier, water blessing ceremony with Omileye 
(YeyeOsun) & more. Potluck/picnic lunch in the 
yurt, bring a dish to share and a drink. 704-463-0768 
or SacredGroveRetreat.com.

An Evening of Transformational Music with 
Janet Sussman – 8pm. Love offering. Arrive early, 
limited seating. Enjoy a fabulous evening of spiritual 
vocalization, piano and synthesizer. A very unusual, 
life-changing experience that can support every 
aspect of one’s life. RSVP: 980-254-5323 or email 
at janet_sussman@att.net.  

SUNDAY, AUGUST 12 
Musician Jack Fowler -10:30am. Free. Using 
progressive sounds and mature songwriting, Jack 
Fowler helps to lead the New Thought spiritual 
movement into the 21st century. The Spiritual Living 
Center of Charlotte, 650 E Stonewall St. 704-665-
1886, SLCCharlotte.com.

Djembe Drum Circle – 2-4pm. $5. Drum circle 
in the yurt. Potluck dinner after. 704-463-0768 
or SacredGroveRetreat.com.

Taize Service -7pm. Love Offering. Join Jack Fowler, 
Rev. Christy Snow, and Rev. Renee Leboa for prayer, 
meditation, music, and spoken word and silence that 
leads the participant on a contemplative journey. Spir-
itual Living Center of Charlotte’s Emerson Institute, 
1025 E 35th St. 704-665-1886, SLCCharlotte.com.

Heal Your Relationship with Money - 7-9pm. $29. 
Own your power and heal your relationship around 
money to flow with greater abundance, naturally. El-
emental Healing, 5200 Park Rd. 2nd floor, Bldg 1. Info: 
newraiseoflight.dawn@gmail.com, 704-302-4884.

MONDAY, AUGUST 13
Fusion Flow Yoga, Level 1-2 - 7pm. $5. Gentle 
alignment based slow flow. For beginners and 
intermediates. Hickory Grove United Methodist 
Church Family Life Center, 6401 Hickory Grove 
Road. 704-578-2835, MintHillYoga.com.

An Open Evening of Heart Meditation with 
Spiritual Consultant, Janet Sussman - 7:30-9:45 pm. 
Limited to 10 people. $35. Understand and facilitate the 
powerful approaches to working with the heart chakra 
that Janet has developed over her thirty-year meditation 
and transformational practice. Info: 980-254-5323 or 
janet_sussman@att.net.

Finding Meaning when Life Falls Apart - 8:30pm. 
Free Virtual Class. Join psychotherapist and grief 
expert Mandy Eppley to explore how to bring real 
practical moments of hope to the grief process Online 
via The Respite’s Facebook page, TheRespite.org. 

TUESDAY, AUGUST 14
Balancing Hormones Naturally for Men and Women 
- 6:30pm. Learn how hormones become unbalanced and 
how to return that balance without using medications. 
Haas Wellness Center, 315 Springbank Lane, Suite 
102. Register: 704-837-2420, HaasWellnessCenter.info.

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 15
Free Alkaline Water Clinic – 6-7pm. Free. Learn 
about Alkaline Ionized Water – a great tasting water 
that aides in losing weight, detoxifies, delivers an-
tioxidants, is super hydrating, boosts energy by PH 
balancing and is rich in oxygen. Migun Charlotte, 
9105-B Pineville Matthews Road. 704 -540-4848, 
MigunCharlotte.com, Ionways.com/Migun.

CALENDAR DEADLINE 12TH OF THE MONTH
Calendar@AwakeningCharlotte.com   

Basic Listings $10/ea.  Mark Your Calendar $25/ea.
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SoulCollage® for Grief & Hope-7pm. $25. Free 
with website coupon. Tap into your intuition to 
create a collage, made from magazine images, with 
deep personal meaning that will help you with life›s 
questions and answers. No artistic talent is needed, 
supplies provided. 4919 Monroe Rd, TheRespite.org.

THURSDAY, AUGUST 16
Soul Widows Support Group -11am. Free. For wid-
ows, 60s and younger, who have experienced the loss 
of their spouse or significant other. An intimate space 
to share grief through speaking and listening to each 
other’s stories. 4919 Monroe Rd, TheRespite.org.

EMF Group Session “Phase XIII” - 7pm-9pm, $15. 
Unique Energy alignment! This Session contains 13 
Points of Focus. Each point creates a unique resonance. 
It is a quick and direct way of touching a deep and 
profound space inside yourself where you have greater 
clarity & focus. S.Tryon St., Charlotte, NC. RSVP on 
meetup.com/EMFBalancingTechnique, 704-691-5903. 

Spiritual Seminar with Father Peter Bowes-
Changing Your Life by Stilling Your Mind- 
7:30pm. $25 (Bring a Friend for Free). Mastering 
the mind and knowing its true function is the key to 
empowerment and self-mastery. Learn how to master 
your destiny to help you change your reality. Center 
of Light, 6100 Monroe Rd. 704-526-8310.

Natural Blendz Juicing Demonstration -7:30-
8:30pm. Free. Get juicing tips, taste tasting and 
questions and answers forum. Find out how you can 
rent a juicer for only $5 a day. 10020 Monroe Road. 
704-708-4997, NaturalBlendz.com.

FRIDAY, AUGUST 17
Relaxing Yoga Camping Weekend by the New 
River - $225. Fri-Sun morn. All levels, participate at 
your leisure. No camping experience needed.  All food, 
camping equipment provided. Show up, relax and en-
joy.  Canoeing, kayaking and tubing nearby. (Limit 12 
people) 704-650-8508 DanasOutdoorEdventures.com.

Satsang with Father Peter Bowes - 7:30pm. $25. 
Bring a friend for free. Experience the presence and 
wisdom of a true spiritual teacher, in which the teacher 
may transmit spiritual energy and knowing to the stu-
dent, that helps to raise the student’s consciousness. 
Center of Light, 6100 Monroe Rd. 704-526-8310.

SATURDAY, AUGUST 18
Intro to Grief Massage - 9am. Free. With Grief 
Massage Therapist Aimee Joy Taylor for those 
dealing with loss. Register: aimee@therespite.org 
with preferred time choice, name and phone num-
ber. 4919 Monroe Rd, TheRespite.org.

Quantum Energy Profiles with Joy Fanning - 
10am-2pm. This Certified Biofeedback Practitioner 
and Licensed Spiritual Health Coach will teach and 
give sessions with the EPFX/SCIO device to reveal 
your personal stress markers. Natural Remedy Educa-
tion and Holistic Coaching Check Sheet provided for 
just $20. Our Place at Transpersonal Power, 19900 S. 
Main St. Suite 4F, Cornelius. Register: 704-491-7157.

Spiritual Seminar with Father Peter Bowes: Learn-
ing to Love Yourself - 10am-2 pm (includes lunch.) $35, 
bring a friend for free. If you could see yourself as your 
Creator sees you, you would know thoroughly that you 
are completely loved and accepted. Begin the journey 
toward love of God and self. with Father Peter Bowes. 
Center of Light, 6100 Monroe Rd. 704-526-8310.

Mandalas Drawing Workshop with Linda Ham-
rick- 10am-noon  $30. Mandalas help us explore 

our deeper selves. Find hidden feelings and healing; 
express them through your mandala. All materials 
provided. Meetup.com/TheNook. 704-896-3111.

Inside Body Health and Wellness Community Expo 
– 11am-7pm. Free. This health event will feature a spe-
cial presentation by nationally recognized Consir Thot 
and the 30 day health and weight loss program. Cross-
roads High School, 5500 N Tryon. Info: 717-943-5025, 
Consirthot@ymail.com, InsideBodyByConsir.com. 

Positive Music Concert - 7pm. $10.  Join the choir, 
band, and Amy Steinberg for this one night only per-
formance. Spiritual Living Center of Charlotte, 650 
E Stonewall St. 704-665-1886, SLCCharlotte.com. 

SUNDAY, AUGUST 19
Bruno Groning Circle of Friends - 1-3pm. Free. 
Introduction/Community Hour gathering to experience 
the divine healing stream according to the teachings of 
Bruno Groning. Recharge your body battery, relax your 
mind, and refresh your spirit. Unity of Charlotte, 401 E. 
Arrowood Road. UnityOfCharlotte.org. 704-523-0062.

Drum Circle & Sweat Lodge - 2-7pm. Suggested 
donation $40. Join Robbie Warren and participate 
in a drum circle and sweat lodge, followed by a 
potluck dinner. Pre-registration OtterDance.com. 
704-463-0768, SacredGroveRetreat.com.

MONDAY, AUGUST 20
Transpersonal Hypnotherapy: “Jumpstart Your Fall 
Weight Loss” - 6:30-8pm. $45 for 3 weeks, $18 per 
session. Tried everything? Now allow your whole body, 
mind, & spirit to work together to create a healthy living 
lifestyle! Group Hypnosis, Our Place 19900 S. Main St. 
Cornelius, Suite 4F. Register: 704-237-3561 or Linda@
TranspersonalPower.com. TranspersonalPower.com.                                      

Prosperity Plus Class -7-9pm. $52 for materials, 
tithing agreement. A dynamic, video-based, 11-week 
program that teaches a new way of living centered on 
the spiritual practices of an abundant life. Spiritual 
Living Center of Charlotte’s Emerson Institute, 
1025 E 35th St. 704-665-1886, SLCCharlotte.com.

Fusion Flow Yoga, Level 1-2 - 7pm. $5. Gentle align-
ment based slow flow. For beginners or intermedi-
ates. Hickory Grove United Methodist Church, 6401 
Hickory Grove Rd. 704-578-2835, MintHillYoga.com. 

TUESDAY, AUGUST 21
Special Meditation - Michael Futterman - 6-7pm. 
Continuing our series of “Pathways to Meditations,” 
Michael D. Futterman, L.Ac., Ph.D., introduces Mindful 
Meditation to manifest your reality. This is a Taoist form 
of meditation geared to enhance awareness, focus and 
intention to manifest your reality. OUR Place 19900 S. 
Main St. Cornelius, Suite 4F.  TranspersonalPower.com.

Community Connect Up - 7-9pm. $5/Your Com-
munity Connector member, $10/non-member. Spend 
an evening connecting, meeting and sharing with 
Charlotte’s Mind-Body-Spirit business owners and 
practitioners. Unity of Charlotte, 401 E. Arrowood 
Road. UnityOfCharlotte.org. RSVP: community-
connectupaug21.eventbrite.com.

A Group of Like Minds -7-9pm. $5. Join other like 
minded metaphysical people every 3rd Tuesday of 
the month to network, share and socialize. Share 
thoughts, experiences and dreams. Includes a short 
meditation, refreshments.  TranspersonalPower.com.

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 22
Nutritional Cleanse and Weight Loss Clinic – 
6-7pm. Free. Learn about a 30 day Nutritional Cleanse 

and Weight Loss Program that accelerates the removal 
of impurities while providing your body with the vital 
nutrients needed to rapidly revive your health helping 
you reach and maintain your ideal weight. Migun Char-
lotte, 9105-B Pineville Matthews Rd. 704-540-4848, 
MigunCharlotte.com, Isagenix.Migun.com.

Sierra Club Central Piedmont Chapter Meeting-
-7pm. Free to public. Programs include a variety 
of environmental topics. Pizza will be served at 
6:30. RSVP at sierraclub.centpiedchair@gmail.
com. CharlotteSierraClub.org.

THURSDAY, AUGUST 23
Grieving Teens Support Group - 6:30pm-$15. For 
ages 14-19, who have experience the loss of a loved 
one or the pain of divorce. A safe environment to 
share grief and emotions. Facilitated by Jes McFad-
den, LPC. 4919 Monroe Rd, TheRespite.org.

EMF Group Session “The Spiral Sweep” - 7pm-
9pm, $20.00. Foundation for the Marriage of Spirit 
and Biology! Explore the connection between the 
endocrine system and the chakras. During this Ses-
sion we will stimulate the hormonal secretions from 
the endocrine system which creates a resonance that 
stimulates the energy of evolution. South Tryon St., 
Charlotte, NC. Details and RSVP on meetup.com/
EMFBalancingTechnique or call 704-691-5903.

FRIDAY, AUGUST 24
Harmony Yoga Teacher Training - A 200 hour teacher 
training certification course. Therapeutic yoga designed 
for most bodies & skill levels. Gentle yet powerful pos-
tures combined w/nourishing, contemplative aspects of 
yoga offer a transformational experience that will expand 
your personal practice or allow you to teach a wide audi-
ence of students. HarmonyYogaNC.com. 704-277-3887.

Introduction to Camping Weekend - $195. Fri 
evening-Sun morn. Ever wanted to go camping but you 
don›t have the equipment or the know-how? Get away to 
the cool mountain air and learn the art of fire building and 
cooking delicious camping cuisine. All food, camping 
equipment provided. Side trips available such as tub-
ing, canoeing and the Virginia Creeper Trail.  (Limit 12 
people.) 704-650-8508, DanasOutdoorEdventures.com.

Second Wave Surge - 7pm. Love offering. Deep 
exploration, celebration, and community building. A 
new wave of spirituality is giving the planet a chance 
to survive its serious challenges and filling them 
with a sense of passionate participation and rich 
hope. UnityOfCharlotte.org. 704-523-0062.

An Evening of Enlightenment - 7-9pm. Free. Join 
Gina Spriggs (Master Tarologist, Intuitive Mentor, 
and Healer) and Kay Hall (Hypnotherapist and 
Astrologist) as they define “enlightenment” as it 
relates to their personal talents, gifts and skills. Get 
information on the September event A Day of En-
lightenment. The Bag Lady, 1710 Kenilworth Ave.

Heal Your Relationship with Money -  7-9pm. $29. 
Own your power and heal your relationship around 
money to flow with greater abundance, naturally. 
The Bag Lady, 1710 Kenilworth Ave. Suite 22. Info: 
newraiseoflight.dawn@gmail.com, 704-338-9778.

SATURDAY, AUGUST 25
Changing a Belief at the Level of Consciousness -  
2 - 4pm. $20. Rachel Linnett will help you identify and 
remove a powerful limiting belief from deep inside of 
you. You will then create and install a new healthy, posi-
tive belief which will assist you in creating the existence 
you really desire. Our Place, 19900 S. Main St. Suite 
4F. Register: 973-845-4405 or BodahCatalyst.com.
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MAGNIFIED HEALING 
now offered in the Charlotte area

This gentle, compassionate energy is a gift  
from Source, brought forth to humanity  
at this time on Earth through Kwan Yin.  

 

A deep state of Grace and Healing is given when 
experiencing this beautiful, yet powerful energy.  

 

Kwan Yin will be called on for forgiveness, mercy, 
compassion and healing during the session.

Special Offer for New Clients 
1 Hour Appt is $25 when you mention  

“Natural Awakenings”

Diane Montgomery,  
Master Teacher in Magnified Healing  
803-323-7177

Experience the sacredness  
of this beautiful  
healing modality 

WaxhawYoga.com

Alignment Based 
Yoga

3512-D Providence Road
South, Waxhaw, NC 28173

704-574-0782

■ Swedish & Deep Tissue Massage 
■ Neuro-Muscular Therapy 

■ Tai Chi Yang Style Form, Qi Gong 
(Chi Gong) ■ Weapons

■ Kid’s Yoga Classes

SUNDAY, AUGUST 26
Hand Drum/Frame Drum - Drum Circle – 2-4pm. 
$5. Led by Joe Sulkowski, bring a hand drum, flute, 
or another percussion instrument. Potluck after. 
SacredGroveRetreat.com.

MONDAY, AUGUST 27
Military Wives/Mothers Support Group-
12pm.$10. For women who are either the wife or 
mother of an individual who is deployed in any 
branch of military service. Share grief, fears and 
hope through speaking and listening to each other’s 
stories. 4919 Monroe Rd, TheRespite.org.

Fusion Flow Yoga, Level 1-2 - 7pm. $5. Gentle 
alignment based slow flow. For beginners or inter-
mediates. Hickory Grove United Methodist Church 
Family Life Center, 6401 Hickory Grove Road. 704-
578-2835, MintHillYoga.com. 

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 29
SoulCollage® - 7-9pm. $29. SoulCollage® Cards 
tell your personal story and give a visual expression to 
the unique tapestry of your life experience.   No exp 
necessary/supplies included. A Reiki Life: Treatment & 
Training Center. 5200 Park Rd., Ste 105. Register: 704-
996-4079, AReikiLife.com, or nancy@AReikiLife.com.

Community Connect Up - 7-9pm. $5/Your Com-
munity Connector member, $10/non-member. Spend 
an evening connecting, meeting and sharing with 
Charlotte’s Mind-Body-Spirit business owners and 
practitioners. The Bindu, Cornelius RSVP: communi-
tyconnectupaug21.eventbrite.com.

THURSDAY, AUGUST 30
Self-Care During the 1st Year of Grief-7pm. 
Free. This class, led by Grief Massage Therapist 
Aimee Joy Taylor, discusses how grief affects us 
physically, share personal experiences and a self-
care theme. 4919 Monroe Rd, TheRespite.org.

A Look at What Stands Between Us and Money 
Flow - 7:30-8:30pm. Free webinar. Understand the 
principles behind the statement “Money is the last 
thing we should focus our attention on.” Learn how 
to successfully apply these principles in our daily 
life. 15 minutes of Q&A. Mp3 recording available. 
Register: info@louisegrogan.com, insert “Subscribe 
Webinar.” in the subject line.

Full Moon Shamanic Journey -7:30pm. $20. A sacred 
tradition that moves you into a special level of conscious-
ness to work more deeply with intuitive and spiritual 
guidance. Used for healing, obtaining information and 
working through personal issues. Live drumming pro-
motes relaxation and awareness. No experience neces-
sary. HarmonyYogaNC.com, 704-277-3887.

FRIDAY, AUGUST 31
Full Moon Camping Celebration - $275. Fri eve-Mon 
morn. Enjoy the beauty of the full moon while relaxing 
in the cool, beautiful mountains. No camping experience 
needed. All food, camping equipment provided. Bring 
your bike or drums and musical instruments to enjoy by 
the fire.  Hiking trails, canoeing, tubing and the Virginia 
Creeper Trail nearby. (Limit 12 people.) 704-650-8508, 
DanasOutdoorEDventures.com.

Fierce Light- When Spirit Meets Action – 7pm. 
Free. Conscious Movie Night at the Center of Light. 
This film is a compelling, global journey into the 
world of spirit in action, and exploration of what Mar-
tin Luther King called “Love in Action,” and Gandhi 
called “Soul Force.” 6100 Monroe Rd. 704-526-8310.

CALENDAR DEADLINE 12TH OF THE MONTH
Calendar@AwakeningCharlotte.com   

Basic Listings $10/ea.  Mark Your Calendar $25/ea.
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sunday
Charlotte Community of Mindfulness-8:30-
9:40am. Practicing in the tradition of Thich Nhat 
Hanh. Sitting and walking meditation, reading, 
dharma sharing. Room 27 of the Education Building 
at Myers Park Baptist Church, 1931 Selwyn Avenue. 
CharlotteMindfulness.org.

The Spiritual Gathering of Charlotte- 10:30am. 
“Many paths, one destination.” Non-denominational, 
open-minded fellowship meets every Sunday at 820 East 
Blvd. in Dilworth. Discussions, prayer, healing and con-
scious company. Info: 704-563-2941or 704-302-7874.

Spiritual Living Center of Charlotte Sunday 
Service -10:30am. A welcoming, loving and high 
energy service that embraces all people and all 
walks of life. We believe that God is bigger than 
any religion that tries to explain it, including our 
own. We teach the Science of Mind philosophy 
which recognizes the loving and creative nature of 
God in everything and everyone. Actor’s Theatre of 
Charlotte, 650 E. Stonewall St. SLCCharlotte.com.

Unity of Charlotte Sunday Celebration Service 
10:30am. Unity is a Spirit filled, Spirit Led Com-
munity that inspires spiritual living in an awakening 
world. We are a progressive, open minded and diverse 
community and we welcome you to join us. Childcare 
and youth education are provided during Sunday 
service. Unity of Charlotte is affiliated with Unity 
Worldwide Ministries. Unity of Charlotte, 401 East 
Arrowood Rd. (704)523-0062. UnityOfCharlotte.org.

Youth Summer Activities – 10:30am. Free. We 
have some wonderful artists who are using their 
talent to work with your children on awesome art, 
complete with an art show to be scheduled in early 
fall. The Spiritual Living Center of Charlotte, Meet-
ing at Actor’s Theatre of Charlotte, 650 E Stonewall 
St. 704-665-1886, SLCCharlotte.com.

Conscious Seekers for Intentional Living (CSIL) 
Spiritual Gathering – 11am-1pm. We are a spirit-
driven, friendly, and open community that honors the 
many gifts and talents of those that are consciously 
aware of their journey as co-creators with Source. 
We extend a warm welcome to all, irrespective of 
faith or philosophical perspective. CSILOnline.org 
or (704) 909-6033. 

Donation Yoga – Noon. Breathe, flow, and connect 
to your strongest self. Practice yoga in a welcoming 
and personal setting. 12pm. Kamati Massage and 
Yoga. 700 East Blvd. Suite 1. Kamati.net. 

Awakenings: The Charlotte Progressive Chris-
tian Meet-up - 5:45 pm, 2nd and 4th Sundays. 
Creative community devotion, dinner, and discus-
sion. Worship in the style of Taize followed by great 
food and conversation. Currently exploring the Eight 
Points of Progressive Christianity. St. Andrew’s 
Episcopal, 3601 Central Ave. Info: 704-560-2441 
or AwakenOnline.info.

Tai Chi, Yoga, Kungfu and Meditation Classes – 
Cultural center open 7 days a week. The Peaceful 
Dragon, 12610 Steele Creek Road (Hwy. 160), Char-
lotte. (704) 504-8866. ThePeacefulDragon.com.

monday
 

Food Addicts in Recovery Anonymous – Are you 
having trouble controlling the way you eat?  FA is 
a free twelve step recovery program for anyone suf-
fering from food obsession, overeating, under-eating 
and bulimia. Details/weekly meetings: 704-348-
1569 or FoodAddicts.org.   

Yoga for Cancer Survivors – Drop-in classes avail-
able at Presbyterian Cancer Rehab & Wellness for 
anyone diagnosed with cancer. 125 Baldwin Ave., 
Ste. 100. 704-384-6959.

Tai Chi Classes – Details:  704-996-1470, Cw-
becker22@gmail.com. WaxhawYoga.com.

Morning Meditation – 9-10am. Free - Bringing like 
minds and hearts together, this period of stillness 
may be just what you need to start each week with 
a happy sigh. Meetup.com/TheNook. 704-502-2961.

Yoga Bliss - 10am. A fusion of breathing techniques, 
gentle poses, meditation, massage, and aroma-
therapy for rejuvenation and inner exploration. All 
levels, beginners welcome. Harmony Yoga in South 
Charlotte. HarmonyYogaNC.com or 704-277-3887.

Yoga for Lunch – 12pm. Great for beginners or 
rebuilding foundations! Practice yoga in a welcom-
ing and personal setting. Kamati Massage and Yoga. 
700 East Blvd., Suite 1.Kamati.net.

Deep Stretch Yoga-5:45pm. Breathing techniques, 
gentle poses, aromatherapy, massage and meditation 
to peacefully bring you into the present moment. All 
levels, beginners welcome. Harmony Yoga in South 
Charlotte. 704-277-3887 or HarmonyYogaNC.com.

Vinyasa Yoga – 6 pm. Breathe, flow, and connect to 
your strongest self. Practice yoga in a welcoming and 
personal setting. 700 East Blvd, Suite. Kamati.net.

Beginners Chen Tai Chi for Fitness and Self-
defense- 6:30-8pm. Tai Chi is a fitness and internal 
martial arts practice that at the same time exercises 
the body, internal energy and mind. Learn the 74 
movement form of the original style of Tai Chi, the 
“perfect exercise” for improving fitness, promoting 
health, reducing stress, developing self-defense 
skills, and achieving mind and body wellness. 14136 
Lancaster Hwy. 704-542-8088, elixirqigong.com.    

The Sacred Activists Second Wave Spirituality 
Group – 7pm. 2nd and 4th Mondays. There is a 
great spiritual reformation sweeping across our land 
that is calling us to come together in our love for 
God and our passion for justice and work together 
for solidarity, equanimity, inclusive, human and 
animal rights and to take care of planet earth. 401 E. 
Arrowood Rd. 704-523-0062, UnityOfCharlotte.org.

ongoingevents
NOTE:  All calendar events must be received via email by the 12th of the month 
and adhere to our guidelines. Email Calendar@AwakeningCharlotte.com for guide-
lines and to submit entries or visit AwakeningCharlotte.com to submit. Ongoing 
Events must be resubmitted each month.

SEPTEMBER 2
Spiritual Living Center Special Service  -10:30am. 
Free. Join us for this special service at Grand Central, 
1000 Central Ave. SLCCharlotte.com.

SEPTEMBER 5
Sharon Salzburg – 7pm. Free. Donations wel-
comed. Sharon Salzberg, America’s beloved mind-
fulness and lovingkindness teacher, co-founder of 
Insight Meditation Society, and author of NY Times 
Bestseller Real Happiness, will offer a talk at UU 
Church of Charlotte, 234 N. Sharon Amity Road, 
sponsored by Insight Meditation Community of 
Charlotte. InsightMeditationCharlotte.org.

SEPTEMBER 7-9
“Take Time for Yourself” Camping Weekend - 
$195. Spend Fri evening-Sun morning by the New 
River taking time to reflect, relax, meditate and enjoy 
the beauty that nature provides. No camping experience 
needed. All food, camping equipment provided. Ca-
noeing, tubing and kayaking nearby. (Limit 12 people.) 
704-650-8508, DanasOutdoorEDventures.com.

SEPTEMBER 8-9
Reiki Level I  - 10am-6pm. $250. Two day class 
plus three months of integration. Gain a strong 
foundation in traditional Usui Reiki First Degree 
to prepare for a daily self-practice to support heal-
ing and growth; and to give treatment informally to 
family, friends, and pets. Details/register: 704-996-
4079, AReikiLife.com, or nancy@AReikiLife.com.

SEPTEMBER 15 - 16  
Know Your Farms Tour – 1-6pm. $25. Step beyond 
the farmers’ markets and your dinner tables and head to 
the farms to see where your food comes from and meet 
the people who produce it. KnowYourFarmsTour.com 

Biofuel Production Course - 9-3 pm. $125. Also held 
Sept. 15th and 22nd. Biofuel can be made in the comfort 
of your own home from renewabale fuel sources, such 
as vegetable oil, that are better for the environment and 
easier on your wallet. Learn how to create fuel with 
industry-approved equipment. Gain valuable lab time to 
make and test your fuel. Led by instructor John Malpeli, 
a biodiesel chemist, with more than ten yrs of alternative 
energy industry exp. All are welcome, no previous exp 
necessary! CPCC Central Campus, 1201 Elizabeth Ave, 
704-330-6861. Jennifer.Morell@cpcc.edu

SEPTEMBER 22
Student Reiki Clinic - 11am-2pm. $2/half hour. Reiki 
treatments provided by dedicated practitioners in a 
supervised healing setting. Space limited. Register: 704-
996-4079, AReikiLife.com, or nancy@AReikiLife.com.

SEPTEMBER 22 - 23
Healing Touch Level 1 Class - $395, includes texts. 
Introductory level 2-day workshop to explore energetic 
concepts, human energy field and energy healing. Open 
to all. 18 nursing CEUs. Carolinas College of Health Sci-
ences, 1200 Blythe Blvd. HealingTouchProgram.com.

NOVEMBER 10-11TH
Gluten Free & Health Expo -at the Gastonia Con-
ference Center. Visit 90ForLifeGlutenFreeExpo.com 
for further details.

plan ahead
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Oneness Blessing -7pm. Love offering. A non-
denominational experience that transfers physical 
energy, awakening our connection with the one-
ness in everything, allowing each of us to deepen 
our relationship with those we love, with ourselves 
,with strangers and our creator. Unity of Charlotte, 
401 E. Arrowood Road. 704-523-0062, UnityOf-
Charlotte.org.

Weekly Insight (Vipassana) Meditation – 
7:30-8:30pm. Donation. Brief talk, followed 
by 30-minute meditation session, and then 
discussion period. Appropriate for all levels of 
experience. Yoga for Life, 1410 W. Morehead 
St. 704-995-4860.

 

tuesday
Mixed Level 1 Alignment Based Yoga Class 
– 9-10:15am. $15 drop in/class packages avail-
able. For those wanting to expand their yoga 
practice or for those without yoga experience 
but who are physically active. 3512 – D Provi-
dence Road South, Waxhaw. WaxhawYoga.com 
or 704-574-0782.

Gentle Yoga-9:30-11am. Gentle, basic move-
ments for those with physical limitations, injuries, 
illness or new to yoga. Guidance on breathing 
techniques and meditations that offer stress re-
duction and relaxation. HarmonyYogaNC.com. 
704-277-3887.

Yoga for Grief & Hope – 10:30-11:30am. $15. Yoga 
is a natural and effective way to re-connect with your 
body, to calm your mind and to soothe your spirit. 
This yoga class is for all-levels, suitable for almost 
anyone. 4919 Monroe Rd. TheRespite.org.

Atherton Market-3-7pm. (Wed, 9am-1pm). A lively 
mix of retailers and a high quality Farmer’s Market. 
From fresh meats and vegetables to unique art and 
jewelry, the market offers a fantastic shopping experi-
ence. Corner of South Boulevard and Tremont Avenue 
in Historic South End (2104 South Blvd).

Mixed Level 2 - Alignment Based Yoga Classes– 
6-7:30pm. $15 drop in or packages available. 
Strenuous class for those who have an established 
yoga practice and want to advance to more com-
plex poses. 3512 – D Providence Road South. 
WaxhawYoga.com, 704-574-0782.

Empower Your Life with Elixir Qigong - 6:30-
8pm. An ancient Chinese mind and body practice 
to unlock, harness, circulate and balance your 
life energy or Qi. Learn the foundation exercises 
to relieve muscle and joint pain, reduce stress, 
balance metabolism, beautify the skin, boost 
vitality, promote circulation, prevent illness, and 
cultivate your spiritual nature. 14136 Lancaster 
Hwy. 704-542-8088, elixirqigong.com.

Raw Food Charlotte - 6:30pm. Free. Meets fourth 
Tuesday of each month. Raw living food is packed with 
vitamins, minerals, enzymes and helps to alkalize our 
bodies. Earthfare Community Room, 12235 N Com-
munity House Rd. Facebook group: RawFoodCharlotte.

Charlotte Epilepsy Support Group: 7-8:30pm. 
3rd Tuesday. Educational speakers, Q/A, and sup-
port. Presbyterian Hospital, 200 Hawthorne LN., 
in the Bob Cat Room. Info: EpilepsyCharlotte.org, 
704-376-3158, CharNCEpilepsySupport@att.net.

Group Retreats 
Yoga Weekend
Birthday Parties 
Backyard Camping 
Bluegrass Weekend
Family & Friends Edventures

704-650-8508

GUIDED CAMPING EXPERIENCES FOR ALL AGES

DanasOutdoorEdventures.com

PREPARED FOOD PROVIDED
Vegan & Vegetarian Available!

SHOW UP, RELAX & ENJOY!
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* Support Groups for Like-Minded People
New Women’s Group Every 2nd Wednesday of the month

* Seminars & Workshops 
Like Minds (Men & Women) Every 3rd Tues of the month at 7pm

Transpersonal Power
Empowering the Body, Mind and Spirit

Linda Thunberg, MHt   
Clinical Hypnotherapy/Heart Parts Therapy/Regressions 
2 Locations: South Charlotte and Cornelius 

TranspersonalPower.com  |  704.237.3561

         

READINGS  |  CEREMONIES  |  FRAME DRUMS  |  SWEAT LODGES  |  NATIVE JEWELRY

 
704.904.4953

“Dedicated to the Spiritual Path of Earth Medicine and Nature, honoring Spirit in all things.”

Robbie Warren

Every OtterDance Drum  
is hand crafted & created 
in a good way.  Each Drum 
carries a stone to remind 
us of the connection to 

Mother Earth.  
We bless and Smudge 

each Drum before sending 
it out to the Universe.
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wednesday
Yoga for Cancer Survivors – Drop-in classes avail-
able at Presbyterian Cancer Rehab & Wellness for 
anyone diagnosed with cancer. 125 Baldwin Ave., 
Ste. 100. 704-384-6959.

Yoga Basics – Alignment Based Hatha Yoga - 9:30-
10:45am. $15 drop in or packages available. For anyone 
new to yoga or returning to yoga. Learn principles of 
good alignment in basic yoga poses.  3512-D Providence 
Road South. WaxhawYoga.com, 704-574-0782.

Yoga Bliss - 10am. A fusion of breathing techniques, 
gentle poses, aromatherapy, meditation, and massage 
for rejuvenation and exploration. All levels, beginners 
welcome. HarmonyYogaNC.com or 704-277-3887. 

Yoga Fusion - 5:30pm. Breathing techniques, 
gentle hatha yoga poses, aromatherapy, massage 
and meditation to peacefully bring you into the 
present moment. All levels, beginners welcome. 
704-277-3887 or HarmonyYogaNC.com.

Vinyasa Yoga – 6pm. Breathe, flow, and connect to 
your strongest self. Practice yoga in a welcoming 
and personal setting. 6pm. Kamati Massage and 
Yoga. 700 East Blvd., Suite 1. Kamati.net.

Conscious Seekers for Intentional Living (CSIL) 
Spiritual Book Study - 6:30-8:30pm. Engage in 
thought-provoking and spiritually uplifting discus-
sions. CSILOnline.org or (704) 909-6033.

Insight Meditation Community of Charlotte - 7:00 
Beginners Instructions; 7:30 Silent Meditation; 8:00 
Talk followed by a discussion and lovingkindness 
meditation. All levels welcomed. Donation. 200 North 
Sharon Amity Road. InsightMeditationCharlotte.org, 
704-544-0003.  

Intro to Meditation and Christian Mysticism – 
7:30pm. Free. An excellent 6 week course that provides 
an overview of understanding how to work with the laws 
of the Universe and how to be in accord with God. We 
will talk about prayer, meditation, blessings, Light, and 
a real understanding of your Soul and it’s relationship 
to God within you. CentersOfLight.org/Charlotte.html, 
RevSimone@CentersOfLight.org, 704-526-8310.

Lancaster Hwy. 704-542-8088, elixirqigong.com.     

Charlotte Area CFS/ME and FMS Support Group 
- 7pm. 3rd Thursday. Sharon Presbyterina Church, 
5201 Sharon Rd. Info: Kebbiei Cannon @ 704-843-
1193, kebbie1@windstream.net or CharlotteCFS.org.

Reiki Healing Group -7pm. Love offering. A 
hands-on healing method that promotes deep re-
laxation, pain and stress reduction and jump-starts 
healing. All welcome. 401 East Arrowood Road. 
UnityOfCharlotte.org or (704) 523-0062.

Natural Blendz Juicing Demonstration - 7:30-
8:30pm. Every 3rd Thursday of the month stop by 
for our free juicing demonstration to get juicing tips, 
taste tasting and questions and answers forum.  Find 
out how you can rent a juicer for only $5 a day. 10020 
Monroe Road. NaturalBlendz.com, 704-708-4997.

friday
Yoga for Cancer Survivors – Drop-in classes avail-
able at Presbyterian Cancer Rehab & Wellness for 
anyone diagnosed with cancer. 125 Baldwin Ave., 
Ste. 100. 704-384-6959.

Body & Soul Yoga-10am. Breathing techniques, 
gentle hatha yoga poses and meditation to nurture and 
restore you. Beginners welcome. Harmony Yoga. 704-
277-3887. South Charlotte. HarmonyYogaNC.com.

NoDa Gallery Crawls - 6pm. 1st and 3rd Fri. Expe-
rience the sights and sounds of Historic North Char-
lotte’s Art District. Great music mixed with extended 
gallery and retail hours. Noda.org.

Conscious Seekers for Intentional Living (CSIL) 
Metaphysics at the Movies - Every 2nd Friday, 6:30 
p.m. Free. Bring a friend. Refreshments available 
for purchase. CSILOnline.org or (704) 909-6033.

saturday
Yoga Bliss -  8:30 and10:15am. Relax into the weekend 
with a fusion of breathing techniques, gentle poses, 
meditation. A deep guided relaxation for rejuvenation. 
All levels, beginners welcome. Harmony Yoga in South 
Charlotte. HarmonyYogaNC.com or 704-277-3887.

Atherton Market - 9am-2pm. A lively mix of 
retailers and a high quality Farmer’s Market. From 
fresh meats and vegetables to unique art and jewelry, 
the market offers a fantastic shopping experience. 
Corner of South Boulevard and Tremont Avenue in 
Historic South End (2104 South Blvd).

Mixed Level Alignment Based HathaYoga Class - 
9:30-10:45am. $15 drop in/class packages available. 
Using alignment principles, this class offers an invigo-
rating practice. Poses can be modified for different 
levels or physical concerns. 3512-D Providence Road 
South. WaxhawYoga.com, 704-574-0782.

Vinyasa Yoga – 10am. Breathe, flow, and connect 
to your strongest self. Practice yoga in a welcoming 
and personal setting. Kamati Massage and Yoga. 700 
East Blvd. Suite 1. Kamati.net. 

Reiki Energy Share - 3:15-4:15pm. The first Sat-
urday of the month gathering will set in motion the 
practice and/or discovery of your healing energy 
abilities. Meetup.com/TheNook.

Sleep Deep Yoga - 7pm. Decompress and get over 
the hump with breathing techniques, gentle hatha 
yoga postures, aromatherapy, massage and medita-
tion for deep relaxation and a good night’s sleep. 
All levels, beginners welcome. HarmonyYogaNC.
com or 704-277-3887. 

thursday
Mixed Level 1 Alignment Based Hatha Yoga Class 
– 9-10:15am. $15 drop in/class packages available. 
For those wanting to expand their yoga practice or for 
those without yoga experience but who are physically 
active. 3512 – D Providence Road South, Waxhaw. 
WaxhawYoga.com or 704-574-0782.

A Course in Miracles - 9:30am. Free will offer-
ing. A transformative ongoing study group open 
to all. Where philosophy, psychology, and religion 
end, A Course in Miracles begins. 401 E. Arrowood 
Road. 704-523-0062, UnityOfCharlotte.org.

Migun “Matthews Playhouse Day”  - 11am-
8pm. $5 donation supports the Matthews Play-
house of the Performing Arts. Get a 30 minute 
therapeutic far infrared acupressure massage at 
Migun of Charlotte. 9105-B Pineville Matthews 
Rd. 704 -540-4848 and MigunCharlotte.com. 

Psychic Development -11am-12:30pm and 6:30 
– 8pm. $15. Learn and grow the intuitive side of 
yourself. Explore and expand the depth of your own 
intuitive skills and gifts. The journey continues. 
Meetup.com/TheNook. 704-502-2961.

Charlotte Green Drinks - 5:30pm. 2nd Thursdays. 
Where Charlotte’s environmentally minded individuals, 
businesses and non-profits meet to network and make 
a difference in the world. The Liberty Gastropub, 1812 
South Blvd. Info: GreenDrinks.org/NC/Charlotte.

Lake Norman Green Drinks - 5:30-7pm. 4th 
Thursdays. An organic, self-organizing network for 
those interested in renewable energy, green and clean 
tech or the environmental field. Campania Café, 416 
South Main Street (South Main Square) in Davidson. 
RSVP: 704-896-0094 or krose@roseassociates.com.

Concord Green Drinks - 5:30pm. 3nd Thursdays. 
A platform that drives networking, conversation and 
education in Cabarrus County. If you are focused 
on sustainability or being environmentally friendly, 
then this is the place for you.  Embassy Suites 
(Rocky River Grille Botanic Room #2) 5400 John 
Q. Hammons Blvd. GreenDrinks.org/NC/Concord.

Charlotte Community of Mindfulness - 6-7pm. Prac-
ticing in the tradition of Thich Nhat Hanh. Sitting and 
walking meditation, reading and discussion. Room 27 
of the Education Building at Myers Park Baptist Church, 
1931 Selwyn Avenue. CharlotteMindfulness.org.

Beginning Yoga Alignment Based Hatha Yoga 
– 6:30-7:30pm. $15 drop in/class packages avail-
able. Perfect for beginners, those that want a lighter 
practice or for those recovering from injury, illness 
or have special needs. 3512 – D Providence Road 
South. WaxhawYoga.com, 704-574-0782.

Intermediate Chen Tai Chi - 6:30-8pm. Tai Chi has 
been called “the perfect exercise” because it condi-
tions the body, internal energy and mind. Learn the 
24 movement form of the Hun Yuan Chen Tai Chi 
system as imparted by Grand Master Feng Zhiq-
ian directly to Master Zhang Xue Xin and passed 
on to Lao Shi. Dr. Camilo. Cultivate your internal 
life energy to promote health, develop self-defense 
skills, and achieve mind-body balance. 14136 

Happiness lies first 
of all in health. 
~George William Curtis
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ACUPUNCTURE

GREEN CROSS ACUPUNCTURE
Dr. Eddie Choi, L.Ac., OMD 
6404 Carmel Rd., Suite 202,  
Charlotte, (704) 540-6900 
GCAcupuncture.com

Offering Acupuncture, Chinese 
Herbal Medicine, Japanese style 
needle skills and alternative 
health services to provide the 
highest standard of health 
enhancement. See ad page 37.

ELIXIR QIGONG CENTER/
TAO HEALING ARTS 
Camilo Sanchez, OMD, L. Ac, MQG 
(704) 542-8088, ElixirQigong.com

With 23 years of clinical and 
t e a c h i n g  e x p e r i e n c e  i n 
acupunc tu re  and  Ch inese 
medicine, Dr.  Camilo’s expertise 
is to identify the root cause of 
your health concerns. Specializing 
in the treatment of pain conditions, 
women’s  heal th ,  digest ive 

disorders, sports injuries, stress and chronic 
diseases. See ad pg 13.

WANG’S ACUPUNCTURE & 
HERBAL CLINIC
Dr.’s Jeffrey Wang & Mary Ren, DOM, L.Ac 
(704) 968-0351 
BallantyneAcupuncture.com

 Acupuncture & herbal experts and 
professors from China with 30 
years clinical experience now 
serving Charlotte.

BIOFEEDBACK

HEALTHY HOME MARKET STORES 
Joy Fanning & Maeya Carr 
(704) 927-8544 
jfanning@healthyhomemkt.com

Computerized Natural 
Health Consultations with 
the EPFX/SCIO Quantum 
Biofeedback device. Well-
ness education, supplement 
purchasing guidelines, stress 
reduction, pain manage-
ment. See our video at 
HealthyHomeMkt.com. See 
ad back cover.

CHIROPRACTIC

HAAS WELLNESS CENTER
Dr. Kenneth Haas, Chiropractic Physician
3315 Springbank Lane, Charlotte
(704) 837-2420, DoctorHaas.com

As wellness practitioners we focus on holistic care 
as well as chronic and difficult cases. We look 
forward to discussing the issues that you’re facing, 
working on solutions, and helping to implement 
those changes in your life. See ad page 3.

COLONICS

CHARLOTTE COLON 
HYDROTHERAPY
Paul & Catherine Simard 
942 W Hill Street, Charlotte NC 28208 
CharlotteColonHydrotherapy.com 
(704) 858-4802

Get Healthy with Colonics! Begin 
your journey to wellness in a safe, 
clean and professional environment. 
Since 1994. Certified and member 
of I-ACT. Uptown Charlotte.

F5 COLON HYDROTHERAPY
Kristen Lockhart
8708 Arbor Creek Drive
Charlotte, NC 28269
f5colonhydrotherapy.com
(704) 947-8877

When you relax, you release! If 
you eat drink and breathe, you 
are processing toxins. Come 
e x p e r i e n c e  r e h y d r a t i o n , 
relaxation and the best colon 
cleanse at F5 colon hydrotherapy. 

HURLEY WELLNESS CENTER
1807 South Main St., Kannapolis, NC 28081 
(704) 938-1589 
HurleyWellnessCenter.com

For the most comfortable, relaxing 
and private colon cleansing 
experience, schedule your colonic 
with us today. Cleaned, purified, 
magnetized, warmed water for 
your safety. Packages available. 
See ad page 18.

COUNSELORS

BELINDA HAVERDILL, M.A., L.P.C.
7810 Pineville-Matthews Rd. Suite 6
(704) 540-2855
bh@belindahaverdill.com
BelilndaHaverdill.com

Promoting a holistic approach in 
exploring opportunities to deal 
with life’s struggles which go 
beyond focusing on symptoms. 
Belinda’s approach is empower-
ing, compassionate and life 
changing. See ad page 35.

CRYSTAL THERAPY

THE PORTAL
Christa Wilson
(704) 493-3226
1825 E.7th St  

Using the vibrational energies of 
crystals Christa places grids over 
chakra points of the body as well 
as around the room for optimal 
healing, balance and well being. 
Some clients have reported feeling 
grounded, open and alert after 

treatments as well as experiencing better sleep. 
Christa is well versed in reiki, energy-healing, Thai 
yoga and holds a LMBT in North Carolina.

DETOXIFICATION

DETOX YOU
Aleesha K. Ashlie
(704) 995-5337
aashlie@windstream.net
DetoxesYou.com 

OPTIMIZE HEALTH & RECOVERY! Cleanse 
every cell in your body. Experience more energy, 
boosted immune system, quicker recovery from 
allergies, athletics, illness, surgery, and more.

reserve your space by:

12th of the month
Ads@AwakeningCharlotte.com

Community Resource Guide Listings 
starting at $35/month with an Ad 

$52.50/mth - 12/mth listing 
$59.50/mth - 6/mth listing 

 

communityresourceguide
Connecting you to the leaders in natural healthcare and green living in 
our community. To find out how you can be included in the Community 
Resource Guide email ads@awakeningcharlotte.com.
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GIFT SHOPS

FREE SPIRIT GIFT SHOP
Marie Hadden
2621 Weddington Road
(704) 291-9393
Angelfire.com/nc3/freespiritgiftshop/

Come in to experience all the peace and joy a 
spiritual shop can offer. We offer a wide variety 
of items for your enjoyment. Now offering 
Meditative Drumming Journeys and Pendulum 
Tarot Reading. See ad page 37.

HOMEOPATHY

CAROLINAS NATURAL  
HEALTH CENTER
Dr. Michael Smith, N.D.
1126 Sam Newell RoadMatthews, NC 28105
(704) 708-4404
CarolinasNaturalHealth.com

Anxiety, Depression, ADHD, 
Digestive Disorders.Charlotte’s 
only doctors specializing in 
homeopathyWe focus on treating 
YOU to uncover the cause of your 
health condition and empower 
you to better health! Call for your 
free consultation. See ad page 7.

HYPNOTHERAPY

SOUTHPARK HYPNOSIS
Verena Martin, CCHT
5960 Fairview Rd. Charlotte, NC
(704) 496-2620
SouthParkHypnosis.com

Helping adults and children (7 
and up) stop the negative 
self-talk, release the self-sabo-
tage and reach their goals. 
Hypnosis for anxiety and stress 
relief, anger, weight loss, fears, 
self-esteem, etc. See ad page 20. 

TRANSPERSONAL POWER, LLC
Linda M. Thunberg, MHt 
19900 S. Main St, Cornelius, NC 
TranspersonalPower.com
(704) 237-3561

T r a n s p e r s o n a l  P o w e r 
Hypnotherapy is dedicated to 
helping individuals and groups 
of the new conscious world 
enrich their lives by empowering 
the body, mind, and spirit. In 
addition to individual and group 
hypnotherapy sessions, we will 

also offer Metaphysical Seminars, Workshops and 
Networking Groups for like minded people at “Our 
Place” the seminar room, at Transpersonal Power. 
See ad page 41.

EARTH MEDICINE 
PRACTITIONER 

ROBBIE WARREN, 
OTTER WOMAN STANDING
Otter Dance Earth Medicine 
(704) 904-4953, 

Robbie has been blessed 
with the unique insight and 
connection to the Spirit 
World. She is dedicated to 
the spiritual path of Earth 
Medicine and nature. 
Through  ce remony, 

readings, and healings Robbie can help you to break old 
patterns and gain new perspective on receiving a fuller 
life. See ad page 41.

FINANCIAL

WADDELL & REED, INC. 
Gregory S. Latini, Financial Advisor
5950 Fairview Road, Suite 200
Charlotte, NC 28210
(704) 553-7220 Ext. 130
glatini@wradvisors.com
greglatini.wrfa.com

Helping families and business 
owners create financial balance 
by assisting in the accumulation 
and protection of their wealth 
through holistic and comprehen-
sive financial planning. See ad 

page 23.

FITNESS

THE PEACEFUL DRAGON
12610 Steele Creek Rd,
HWY 160 Charlotte, NC
(704) 504-8866
ThePeacefulDragon.com

Tai Chi, Kungfu, Yoga, and 
Meditation. Traditional and 
authentic classes 7 days a week. 
Ta k e  c o n t r o l  o f  y o u r 
fitness, stress reduction, healing 
and self-defense. Programs for 
kids aged 3 and up through senior 
citizens. See ad inside front cover.

FOOD

BEVERLY’S GOURMET FOODS
Atherton Mill Market
Mecklenburg County Market
(704) 533-0073
BeverlysGourmetFoods.com

Delicious, healthy, prepared foods 
featuring Vegetarian, Vegan and 
Gluten-Free entrees. No processed 
foods or artificial anything; only 
whole foods! Offering: soups/
salads, tofu entrees, lasagnas, vegan 
burgers, casseroles & chilis and 

more. Our menu changes weekly, see website for 
updates and call to place an order! See ad page 5.

INTUITIVE READINGS

THE SOURCE WITHIN YOU
Rev. Julie E. Bradshaw
(803) 800-9211
TheSourceWithinYou.com

Julie offers intuitive life readings, 
Akashic Record Readings and 
angel and spirit guide Readings. 
She is a Reiki Master and 
Certified Hypnotherapist who is 
also certified in Psych-K and 
NLP. She is available by phone or 
email.

LIFE INTEGRATION  
CONSULTANT

TRANSFORM YOUR LIFE BY DESIGN
Louise Grogan, Life Integration Consultant
Gastonia, North Carolina
(704) 574-0408
LouiseGrogan.com

Louise Grogan is an empower-
ing communicator on how to 
transform the thunders in our 
l i f e  i n t o  p ow e r f u l  a l l i e s . 
Grogan, is an empowering life 
t r ans former,  dynamic ,  and 
witty. She is gifted in working 
wi th  teenage ,  incarcera ted 

young  women .  Ava i l ab l e  fo r  s emina r s , 
speaking  engagements .  Phone  or  Skype 
consultations available. See ad pg 15.

MARTIAL ARTS

THE PEACEFUL DRAGON
12610 Steele Creek Rd,
HWY 160 Charlotte, NC
(704) 504-8866
ThePeacefulDragon.com

Tai Chi, Kungfu, Yoga, and 
Meditation. Traditional and 
authentic classes 7 days a week. 
Ta k e  c o n t r o l  o f  y o u r  
fitness, stress reduction, healing 
and self-defense. Programs for 
kids aged 3 and up, through 
senior citizens. See ad inside 

front cover.

MIDWIVES
CAROLINA COMMUNITY
MATERNITY CENTER
Licensed Midwives: Lisa Johnson,
Christine Strothers, Leigh Fransen and
Damaris Pittman
2848 Pleasant Rd, Ste 101, Fort Mill, SC 
29708 (803) 802-9494, CarolinaBirth.org 

The only out-of-hospital birth center in the greater 
Charlotte area. The CCMC brings natural, safe, and 
personalized care of Licensed Midwifery to low-
risk pregnant women. Water birth available, most 
insurances accepted. 
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NATUROPATHIC PHYSICIAN

CAROLINAS NATURAL 
HEALTH CENTER
Dr. Michael Smith, N.D.
1126 Sam Newell Road
Matthews, NC 28105
(704) 708-4404
CarolinasNaturalHealth.com

Diabetes, Depression, Digestive 
Disorders, Anxiety ADHD. 
Charlotte’s only doctors specializing 
in homeopathy. We focus on 
treating YOU to uncover the cause 
of your health condition and 
empower you to better health! Call 
f o r  y o u r  c o m p l i m e n t a r y 
consultation. See ad page 7.

CHERIE MINETTE, ND, MPH
Naturopathic Health
218 E Tremont Ave, Ste C
(704) 414-0380
TheEastWestCenter.com

Are your medications making you 
sick? Dr. Chérie Minette uses natural 
therapies to treat a wide range of 
health concerns, including: allergies, 
depression, anxiety, reflux, 
menopause, irritable bowel, acne, 
sinusitis, attention disorder, yeast 

infections, and much more. Safe and effective 
treatments, without side effects. See ad page 37.

NATUROPATH

DR. LORA HURLEY, ND, CTN
ANCB Certified Traditional Naturopath
Certified Phlebotomist
Certified Clinical Microscopy
Certified Live Blood Cell Analysis
(704) 938-1589
HurleyWellnessCenter.com

Offering: Wellness Healthcare and 
Wellness Education Specializing 
in: Whole Body Detoxification and 
Blood Nutrition Analysis. Certified 
Lymphatic Tissue Detoxification.
Certified Brimhall Wellness 
Clinician. See ad page 18.

NUTRITION

SIMPLY NUTRITIOUS
Corrine Lewis
(704) 746-6242
SimplyNutritionsNow.com

Certified Nutritional Advisor, 
Certified Family Herbalist and 
Author of “Simply Nutritious Food 
Directory.” Connect with me as  
your Personal Health Concierge. 
Save time and money.

PSYCHIC

MARSHA G. COOK
(704)502-2961
MarshaGCook.com

Rev. Marsha G. Cook, co-director 
of the Kent-Cook Institute is a 
certified spiritual counselor and 
Metaphysical teacher, included in 
readings, Numerology, Word 
Wizardry and Spirit Guides.  
Marsha also conducts spiritual 

weddings. See ad page 15, 39.

SPIRITUAL PSYCHIC MEDIUM
Heidi E. Kent
(423) 300-8618 
HeidisReadings.com

Heidi E. Kent, co-director of the 
Nook Cornelius, is a certified 
psychic  medium,  sp i r i tua l 
communicator, numerologist, 
palmist, relationship counselor 
and metaphysical teacher. Heidi 
also conducts spiritual weddings. 
See ad page 15, 39.

SPA/SALON

BEAUTY & BODY RITUALS  
SPA/SALON
2134 N. Sharon Amity Rd.
Charlotte, NC 28205
By Appointment, Tuesday-Saturday

Sylvia Ponce (Espanol Tambien)
Energy Healing, Cosmetologist
(704) 568-5458
bbrituals.com

Joy Rudisill  
DEVA Curl Expert since 2006
(704) 567-6782
joyfullycurly.com

Bonnie Stafford 
Massage, Body Contouring
(704) 568-5458
bbrituals.com

Visit our specialized experts in a restful Day Spa 
setting serving Charlotte and beyond 5+ years in this 
easily accessed and centrally located neighborhood! 

SPIRITUAL CENTERS

UNITY OF CHARLOTTE
Minister, Rev Nancy Ennis
401 E. Arrowood Rd., Charlotte
(704) 523-0062
UnityofCharlotte.org

Unity is a Spiritual Community 
that will support you on your 
spiritual journey. Join us if you 
are looking for a vibrant, joyous 
celebration service, with 
wonderful music, each Sunday 
at 10:30AM. Childcare and 
Youth Education provided. A 

member of Unity Worldwide Ministries. We host a 
variety of classes, groups and activities to support your 
health wellness and spiritual journey.  See ad page 9.

SPIRITUAL LIVING CENTER 
OF CHARLOTTE
Spiritual Directors and Co-Pastors
Revs. Christy Snow & Renee’ Leboa
SLCCharlotte.com
(704) 665-1886

A welcoming and 
diverse Spiritual 
family living the 
teaching of the 
Science of Mind 
Philosophy.  We 

believe that as we change our thinking, we change our 
lives and as we improve our lives we change the world.  
We believe in creating positive change in the world by 
being a loving presence in it.  Join us in loving the world 
to wholeness! See ad page 13.

SPIRITUAL COACHES

SPIRITUAL LIVING CENTER 
OF CHARLOTTE
Spiritual Director and Co-Pastor
Rev. Christy Snow
SLCCharlotte.com
(704) 665-1886

Teaching others to live a life of 
intention that is heart centered, 
peace filled, and aligned with a 
higher vision for their lives.  Rev. 
Christy uses practical tools to live 
a life that is fully expressed and 
led by sacred love.

SPIRITUAL LIVING CENTER 
OF CHARLOTTE
Spiritual Director and Co-Pastor
Rev. Renee’ Leboa
SLCCharlotte.com
(704) 665-1886

Empowering individuals to 
realize their magnificence 
by tapping into what she 
calls your 5 points of power 
and learning to follow 
what is uniquely “Your 
North Star”.  Available for 

individual or group sessions.
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TRANSFORMATIONAL 
SERVICE

RECONNECTIVE HEALING 
VEMMA SUPPORT
Nancy Hertz, Practitioner L-3
(989) 573-0126
Amusing-Arts.com

Evolutionary high frequency 
Quantum energy healing enhanced 
with Vemma nutritional support for 
ce l lu la r  regnera t ion ,  DNA 
activations on physical, emotional, 
mental and/or spiritual levels. 

VEGAN/VEGETARIAN

NOURISH
Info@NourishCharlotte.com
(704) 448-FOOD (3663)
NourishCharlotte.com

Exquisitely healthy, delicious, locally sourced, super 
clean, vegan/veg food . . . delivered? It’s not too good 
to be true; it’s Nourish! We are Charlotte’s only vegan/
veg prepared food delivery service, with a weekly 
menu that is at least 80% organic/pesticide-free & 
gluten/processed-sugar free. Order online once/week; 
receive delivery to your home or office the following 
week. Serving Charlotte, Huntersville, Cornelius, 
Davidson. See ad page 11.

WATER
ALKALINE WATER CHARLOTTE  
@ Migun of Charlotte
9105-B Pineville Matthews Road 
 704 -540-4848, MigunCharlotte.com 

Alkaline Ionized Water by the gallon (bring your 
container or purchase ours).  Stop by to learn more about 
this healthy water and also experience a free far-infrared 
acupressure massage on one of Migun’s award winning 
multi-functional physical therapy tables.  See ad page 41.

WELLNESS CENTER

THE HOLISTIC WELLNESS CENTER
OF CHARLOTTE
1704 East Blvd, Suite 100
HolisticCharlotte.com
(704) 308-3557

Your  premier choice for chiropractic, acupuncture, 
Chinese medicine and natural allergy desensitization 
in Charlotte. Our clinic also has groundbreaking 
specialized treatment plans for Autism, ADD/ADHD. 
We are an integrated clinic that draws on our extensive 
understanding of alternative and Western medicines 
to offer each patient a total healthcare experience. See 

ad page 7. 

HAAS WELLNESS CENTER
Dr. Kenneth Haas, Chiropractic Physician
3315 Springbank Lane, Charlotte
(704) 837-2420, DoctorHaas.com

As wellness practitioners we focus on holistic care 
as well as chronic and difficult cases. We look 
forward to discussing the issues that you’re facing, 
working on solutions, and helping to implement 
those changes in your life. See ad page 3.

SPIRITUAL CONSULTANT

JANET SUSSMAN
Intuitive Consultation
(980) 236-7026
janet_sussman@att.net
timeportalpubs.com

Founder of the Sunpoint™ method 
of energy balancing & realignment, 
transformational musician, & author. 
Over 30 yrs experience working 
with adults & children focusing on 
life purpose, creativity, personal 
relationships, and the challenges 

of the spiritual quest. Ongoing classes, workshops 
& transformational music concerts. See ad pg12.

TAI CHI/QIGONG
ELIXIR QIGONG CENTER
Camilo Sanchez, OMD. L. Ac. RYT
(704) 542-8088, ElixirQiGong.com

Dr. Camilo teaches original Chen 
Tai Chi and ElixirQigong TM to 
develop the life energy within the 
body (Chi) for fitness, self defense, 
healing and cultivation of the spirit. 
Classes held Mon & Thurs, 6:30pm. 
Call to register. See ad page 13.

THE PEACEFUL DRAGON
12610 Steele Creek Rd,HWY 160  
(704) 504-8866
ThePeacefulDragon.com

Reduce stress, boost energy and 
develop top physical and spiritual 
well-being! Learn authentic and 
traditional tai chi and qigong at 
Charlotte’s #1 school for martial 
arts and health arts. See ad inside 
front cover.

TAROLOGIST

GINA SPRIGGS
(704) 846-0217
Tarologist.com
ginaspriggs@tarologist.com

Master Tarologist  offering 
Intuitive Tarot Readings, Intuitive 
Development Workshops, and 
Mentoring in 4 North Carolina 
locations. Readings can be Face-to-
Face or via phone. Special Events 
and Parties. See ad pg 18.

THE PORTAL
1825 E.7th St  
(704) 493-3226

Christa has many years of 
experience as a spiritual advisor 
and tarot reader. Her intuition 
and insight will bring clarity 
and help guide you in making 
life changing decisions. Christa 
is experienced in grid work, 
oils, herbs,stones,crystals, house 
blessings and divination.

YOGA

HARMONY YOGA
Lisa Moore, Registered Yoga Teacher 
Located in South Charlotte 
(704) 277-3887 
HarmonyYogaNC.com

Yoga sends a signal to every cell 
of your body to relax, calming 
racing thoughts and clarifying 
your spirit. Small classes in a 
quiet, nurturing space overlook-
ing nature. Gentle poses and 
breath work for all levels. 
Beginners welcome. See ad pg 34. 

KAMATI MASSAGE AND YOGA
700 East Blvd. Suite 1, Dilworth 
Kamati.net
Info@Kamati.net

Offering yoga classes and 
massage services in a 
welcoming and personal 
setting. Located in historic 
Dilworth, next to the 
Greek Orthodox Church. 
See ad page 17. 

LAHIRI YOGA CENTER
155 Joe V. Knox Ave.
Mooresville, NC 28117
(704) 662-0946, (704) 460-4003
lahiriyogacenter.com

New Yoga & Pilates Studio now 
open in Mooresville! Yoga feeds 
the body, mind & soul, bringing 
all aspects of being to a clear, 
centered point – that’s its beauty. 
Pilates rebalances & strengthens 
the body while retraining the 

mind. Serving beginners thru advanced in a dedicated 
studio inside the beautiful Ahlara Spa. See ad pg 25. 

THE PEACEFUL DRAGON
12610 Steele Creek Rd, HWY 160 
Charlotte, NC, 
(704) 504-8866 
ThePeacefulDragon.com

Authentic yoga for health, self-
cultivation and enlightenment. 
Using postures and methods 
practiced for centuries in the 
Shaolin and Taoist traditions of 
China. See ad inside front cover.

WAXHAW YOGA
Vicky Smith
3512–D Providence Road South
(704) 574-0782, WaxhawYoga.com

Alignment  Based 
Yo g a ,  S w e d i s h , 
N e u r o - M u s c u l a r 
Therapy  & Deep 
Tissue Massage, Tai 
Chi Yang Style Form, 
Qi Gong (Chi Gong) 

& Weapons and Kid’s Yoga Classes. See ad page 39.
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